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CHARGED ON

BY

SAYS RUEF . OF SAN FRANCISCO

Expired In Tokio of Heart terrible Report of Cruellies
In Roumanla by Bloody
Trouble While on Trip
IHanded Insurgents.
Around the World.
MARRIED

LAsTfALL

DIVORCEOJRS.

STEWART

STRAWJD

dispatch
March 27.
received today from Tokio announced
Dm death of James Henry Smith, one
of the wealthiest capitalists of this
city. At the time of the death of
Smith he was on a wedding tour
around the world. His bride Is the
divorced wife of William Khlnelander
They were married las
Stewart.
September.
IWmIv to Start Anril 10.
accompanied
The party which
Smith will leave Yokonama tor an
Francisco April 10. bringing hmitn
body.
It was said at Smith's office
was due to heart dls
that his ieath years
ago Smith inner
ease. A few
Hed from his uncle, Ueorge Smith, a
at I50.UU0.0U
estimated
fortune
He bought a house In this city owned
by the late Wm. C. Whitney, and the
lavish entertainments given by him
were
bachelorhood
his
itirlrie
among the most notable In New
York fashionable circles.
Trior to coming Into the estate of
his uncle he conducted a brokerage
business and was known as silent
Smith. Mrs. Stewart secured her di
vorce in South Dakota last August,
and a few days later sailed for hug
land.
Married in Scotland.
Her marriage to Smith took place
at Inverness, Scotlnnd, September 13
last, and soon afterward they started
with friends on a tour of the world
Oeorge Smith, founder of the great
fortune which his nephew Inherited
was one of the pioneer bankers of
Chicago.
Manchester In l'arty.
Smith's death occurred yesterday
In the party wltn
at Kioto, Japan.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith were the duke
and duchess of Manchester.
York,

New

--- A

CARPEN

TWO

TERS SAVED BY
ONE INDIAN
Pena Blanca Bridge Scene o
Desperate Struggle In
Rio Grande.
Francisco

C.

Montoya, a Pueblo In

at the risk of his life, saved
Wilson, a carpenter employed

elian,

W,

by

the Domingo Lumber company at
Monday
drowning,
Coehi'l, from
night, when the latter was throw
from a swamping boat Into the P.H
tirande.
Mr. Wilson, however .lost a portion
of his right hand, which became en
tangled In a cable and was cut oil as
though with a knife.
John Triple, aslo a carpenter em
ployed by the same company, had
narrow escape from drowning, but
managed to reach the shore, although
exhausted from a tight of fifteen minutes In the raging water.
Iloth carpenters are residents of
tills city, living ut 4 lit Hazeldlne avenue. They reached Albuquerque today and are recovering from their
harrowing experience.
Wilson and Triple were at work
with other carpenters and laborers In
constructing a bridge across the ltlo
rande near Cochlti, for the purpose
f hauling lumber from the Jemez
reserve to Thornton.
It was necessary to frequently
cross and
the river and a
fragile ferry boat was built and operated by means of a cable stretched
from bank to bank.
The a.ble failed to work and Wilson and Triple were in the boat attempting to mend the trolley.
'i he boat was moored Vy u small
i ope
to a tree at the edge of the
bank.
The river has been rising
steadily for several days and the
waves from the current near the
middle of the river were running
high
A larf.tr one than usual
stunk the
terry boat and submerged one end.
Ilcfore the carpenters could escape,
'he bi at careened over on one sida
and sank like a fchot.
Triple wan
thrown Into the water away from the
boat and would undoubtedly have
drowned had he not succeeded in
catching a root of the tree which projected lor some distance
Into the
water.
After a desperate slruggl ;
lasting for almost fifteen minutes he
at last reached the bank, exhausted
and choking from the effects of the
water and sand.
Wilson was not so fortunate.
He
slipped into the water at the side of
the boat and the current pinned hi in
against the ferry, at the same time
sweeping it against the bank in such
a manner that he was forced out Into
;he current.
The water whipped
him ufc'.iliist tlte boat until he was almost xhausted and sank.
Then foi-- I
owed a terrible experience, which is
l.est told in his Words.
'
After beating me against the boat
until I was almost unconscious, a
large wave stamped me and 1 sank
knew ' I was drowning, but some-liinj- ?
I
t
me to make one more try
ss

IN AMERICA

TALKS

..... .I..,,

m

He Thinks That Business Men

surgent peasantry have been guilty
which
of some ruthless cruelties
usually mark feuds In the UalKans.
M...u nf ih, inniiinril class have been
burned to death after their bodies
and limbs had been enrolled in thick
Children,
twists of hay and straw.
the refugees report, have been hackpeased to death by the revolted
antry.
(iOVKKXMKXT PLEADS TO
i :mi
it. v .in.
March 27. Measures
Bucharest,
meet
proposed by the government to peas
II,,. ,i,nQn,la rf the revolted
antry and to end the civil war which
ttt- to .lAvaulnMliff
Moldavia, anu
luchU are announced In today's Issue
of the Official Gazette. In the shape
of a proclamation Issued In the name
of King Charles. It appeals for a
or me peupie co
patriotic
vaxupo ilio
of tran
quility and its is announced that the
sovereign has agreed to the immedi
ate suppression or some oi ine neuv,
taxes, while hereafter farm lands will
bo cultivated by the state or leased
direct to the peasants.
Promises lronilt Aid to Feasants.
The document also gives notice of
the Introduction of laws to ameliorate
At
the condition of the peusantry. will
the same time the government
vlgorovsly "suppress all disorders and
severely punish all who seem to
profit by robbery." The minister of
the interior announced today that the
situation inf Moldavia has improved,
Kit
th(.r
not much evidence to
support the statement In the reports
of disorders coming in irom numerous points. Censorship is strict and
details of the uprising are lacking.

hi

V

UNIVEItSITY OP PEXXSYL- VAM.VS AXNUAIj CARNIVAL.
Philadelphia, March 21 On April
27, the University
of Pennsylvania
will give its 13th annual festival, or
outdoor meet, and the preparations
now making show that it will be the
grandest ever given by the institution, and among the very largest given in the country. Over a thousand
entries will be In it. In fact, the
number has been growing so rapidly
that the management Is fearful that
some means will have to be providTo this end a
ed for the overflow.
plan has been proposed to devote two
days to the meet, holding the contests
for school boys on Friday, and the
college, championship
and special
events on Saturday. According to
the present program it is necessary
to start the first event at 1 o'clock,
and keep them continuously for five
hours in order to get through In one
afternoon. Pennsylvania will be the
e
relay event.
favorite in the
Yale will be favorite in the two miles
and Michigan in the four miles.
The Wolverines have won this race
four years in succession, and have
come to be considered practically unbeatable. It 4s likely that Pennsylvania and Cornell will concentrate
their strength on this event, and try
and wreBt Michigan's honors from
her. But it will certainly take un
average of 4.30 to the mile to down
Michigan.
one-mil-

PKAItODY OX
WAY HOME KKOM l.OXDOX.
New York, March 27. President
Pea body, of the Mutual Life insurance company, nailed for home touay
from London. If the inspectors fulfill their promises as to the date of
Issuing of the election certificates,
there will be a special director's
meeting in April to elect officers of
the company.
In fixing April 20th
as the date of the publication of the
certification of the election results In
their verbal statement to Superintendent Kelsey, the Inspectors took a
conservative view, and may finish
the canvass this month. Just before
y
his departure for Europe Mr.
told the reporters and several
of his close friends that the question
would depena on
of his
other Interests and the wishes of the
successful board of directors, but that
Mr. peabody wus out of it and "not
a candidate'' in the general acceptation of the term.
OAS WILL KIKES KIEIU'E
INDIAN TEHKH'OKY.
l
Sapulpa, I. T.. March 27. The gas
well two miles east of here that
caught fire Saturday, Is still burning
fiercely. After fourteen clays of work
the well was capped, but the great
volume of gas found another way
through the crevices and for half a
At
mile it spread upon the earth.
one place an aperture three feet wid.i
twenty
long
wus
torn.
Then
feet
and
the escapting gas caught fire and has
At one
been burning ever since.
plate a sheet of flame twenty feel
long and fifteen feet high is blazing.
Tons of rock and shale were thrown
from the cracks and the constant
trembling of the earth is frightening
the farmers und the oil operators In
the vicinity.
Ore at pools of oil upon
tile creeks and In the ravines nre ills
on fire and there are no sign of an
abatement.
TWO MOKE I AIL
PUESIDENT

Pea-bod-

WHERE

IN COUNTRY

Denies He Made Money in
tics But Calls It Gain
'
In Real Estate.

Poli-

San Francisco, Cal., March 27.
Smull, hook-nosebut with his eyei
radiant with enthusiasm, the shrewdest of all political bosses meditated.
He was In one of his six rooms at
the St. Francis hotel. If he would
have as much as turned the knob of
his door and looked out Into the
n
hallway, he would have seen a
detectives peeking around the
corners.
"I will give you my views," he said
obligingly, "but 1 don't expect to see
Newspapers never
them in print.
quote me correctly.
"It does pay. It pays business men
to take Interest In politics because on
the kind of officials they put into
office depends the prosperity of the
city.
It pays the worklngman because his taxes will be higher if an
extravagant or corrupt man is at the
It
head of the city's government.
pays women to study politics because
politics directly affects tho public
schools.
"Any man that doesn't vote is a
criminal. If there is grafting among
city officials all the men that didn't
vole at the election tnai put inem
In office should be rounded up and
chanted Jointly with the offenders.
"There is no city, county or state
that has an absolutely pure government, and there never will be until
evereybody votes.
"Yes, It pays to, be A, politician, hilt
not an officeholder.
There Is a con
tlnual rain of mud on public ser
vants.
Faithfulness Is not apprecl
aled.
Put few good men want to ac
cept an office."
"But, does It pay to be in politics
If you are going to be honest v the
political boss was asked.
"There is no profession in which
dishonesty pays," he answered, smil
ingly.
"Put you made money In politics
didn't yuuY" asked one of tho newspaper men.
"The very Ideal" exclaimed the
sharp little man. I made my money
In real estate.
Ituef is of the type of men who
thinks twice before he speaks, and
He never
then says something else.
loses his head, but saves half his
anger for the next time.
Nor is he built along the lines of
He Is
the typical "ward healer."
If you
neither blunt nor coarse.
would call him. a thief, lie would
probably smilingly assure you that
you were wrong.
And If he should start to assure
you of anything, he would no doubt
accomplish his purpose.
For It Is
In his personality that this great little man stands head and shoulders
above any political boss that any city
Men go to his office
ever produced.
furious with rage, and come out
courteous, al
smiling.
always
Is
He
ways patient, and always persistent.
On the street Huef would never
be taken for the genius he Is, how
o
ever.
You might think him a
second-han- d
dealer, but never
for a man who made a clean million
out of the political game, and that
without ever having held an office.
Jtuef has the reputation of "stick
Although 40
Ing" by his friends.
years old. he was never married. "My
sister was my sweetheart.' 'is the way
he puts it.
And the real fact is that Ruef still
more
has political friends
than Mayor .Schmltz, no doubt. San
Francisco Is glad to be free from his
power, yet for this little man who
could do things an occasional kind
word Is heard.

:

NEW YORK LEGISLATURE

WANTS NEW EIRE
INSURANCE

half-doze-

TEXANS

WAGE

BITTER
Would Make Companies State
In Policy Exact and
Full Contract.

FIGHT TO WIPE OUT
GAMELING
Half Million Subscribed to
Run Tin Horns From State

WHITECAPS TAKE
'rVsm.D

IN

UTILITIES BILL IS ALSO
BEFORE THE LEGISLATURE
Albany,

GAME

At
n Jul

N.

March

Y..

27.

Owing

New York board
of underwriters could not be represented to oppose the Haines bill,
which amends the Are Insurance law
so that the full contract shall be
stated In the policy, another hearing
wtij kIvcii lor , loony and. It Is now
I under-writeIn progress." The board
is now represented and U
against the
p'Mng tip arguments
measure. Friends of the bill declarto the fact

and Enforce Law.

Ki-

HE

LOOKED BETTER THAN EVER

Prisoner Must Appear Before Com
mission This Evening When
They Meet.

that the

.

rs

New York. March 2 7. For what
may be the last lime Thaw was in
court today to face the Jury before?
Tim
which he had been m trial.
Jury had been excused while the ap
pointment of ix lunacy commission
was under consideration, the actual
sessions of the court being adjourned
Thaw prepared for tho
until today.
day with more than his usual care,
believing he would be under scrutiny
of the members of the commission at
some time during the day.
As Thaw appeared In the court
TAMPEK1XCJ WITH TIIE ItAIUS
WUECKS FAST TKAIN. room his wife, mother and sisters
building together. They
Ptitsburg. March 27. Train No entered the ante-roorallrood, went to the
Pennsylvania
20 on the
Following
the consultation with
known as the Keystone express, east Justice Fitzgerald
all three of the
bound, was derailed near Wllmer- the court
dlng. Pa., fourteen miles east of here commissioners filed Into
places by the
early today.
The engine, two mail room and took their
Jury
cars and a combination baggage anu clerk's desk. The was entered toa lit
called
the
later and Thaw
smoker loft the tracks, but no one tle
bur.
was hurt.
physically
looked
The prisoner
It is believed that the train was In
than for some time past. When
tenttonally derailed und that the deed better
upon the
Fitzgerald
place
took
his
was done by the same parties who bench, he
turned at once to the Jury
wrecked the Chicago limited at Stew and announced
that they would be
art. Pa., last Friday.
until 10:S0 next Monday
The same plan was carried out and excused
Jury
thereupon withmorning.
onlv the slow speed saved a sen drew and The
Thaw returned to the
ous accident.
ltoth eastbound and Tombs.
westbound tracks were tampered
Fitzgerald then summoned the law
with, one rail Joint on each track
and consulted with
being displaced within a few rods of yers to his desk,
minutes, after which he
Had the trains coming them severaladjournment
each other.
of court unordered
an
In opposite directions met there, they
Monday picnilng, thereby Indicatwould have collided with serious re til
ing that he expects the lnejulry Jntei
sults.
Thaw's mentul state to be brief. '
The commission has ii9tlfiec J?ronie
SPKEAIHXU HAILS CAVSE
tck
before It at 6 o'clock this
DEATH OK EM.INE CHEW. evening.
The commission will orSt. Paul, March 27. The North-erin- g ganize ut that time and arrange aa
Pacific passenger train for St. to future hearings, etc.
It is ruPaul which left Duluth at 11:10 last mored that some of the sessions wilt
night was wrecked at Carlton, Minn., be public and some behind closed
today.
The engine, mail und com- doors.
bination cars were derailed and the
The Jury reported at the criminal
engineer and II rem on were killed. court building at 10:80,. but was kept
Two or three passengers were slightly waiting for more than an hour by
Injured.
The cause of the wreck Is Fitzgerald, who was engaged ut a
sold to have been the stoppage of a conference In his chambers with till ,
and the overflow of water cornnilsslon . In lUUtrcy. It Is stated"
pipe
drain
which undermined the track, - causing, ihat he went 'over a!! th details ef
.. i.j: ) .
a VfirSudiug Of tftO
W vaiie-- .v on
also dlscued with tnem lUe jicupe of
the Inijury they rf lw undertake.
DYNAMITE DOES MVCII

8par

il.tlviuttuu. ' i. i ir." u'aiV-'Fort Worth gambling tragedy has ed that no statement made by the
precipitated a crusade against public
un
his behalf should be
gambling and gamblers In Texas. In Insured
material to defeat or void a
Calveston and many other cities und deemed
DAMAGE IN ATLANTA.
unless It was made with intent
towns throughout Texas mass meet- policy
Atlanta, Oo,, March 27. An exdeceive and defraud, or unless the
ings have been held to memorialize to
misrepresented increased the plosion of dynamite in a car near tho
the legislature to pass a law making it matter
of the loss, for the reason that depot of the Southern railway In this
a felony to gamble In a public resort risk
the risk will not Increased. He said city, resulted In the instant death of
or conduct any gambling game; to that
agent of the insured might two negroes.
One white man is
provide a penalty by Imprisonment make thestatements
which were not missing.
The force of the explosion
In the penitentiary and to give the made to him when the policy was apblew
out
side of the freight
entire
the
peace officers iwwer to break into and plied for. ami therefore the entire depot.
Ten freight cars were deraid any building containing a gam- contract
should be contained In the molished and windows were shatterbling resort.
policy, in order that the ordinary man ed for a considerable distance from
People ciiaii(l Action by legislators.
Organizations were perfected In
several of the large cities, having for
their object the prosecution of a relentless campaign against gambling
and gamblers, and providing special
counsel for prosecuting all gambling
To this end
cases In the courts.
funds aggregating over $500,000 were
pledged by citizens with which to pay
for counsel and for the prosecution
of all state and municipal officers
who fail to do their duty In the suppression of public gambling.
Cltlicns l'orni Ylgiuuico Committer-- .
In so rive of the small towns In south
Texas these organizations of citizens
have taken the form of vigilance committees, wild will not have recourse
to law, but will drive gamblers out
of town under penalty of whitecap-plnThe committees explain their
action by reference to the laxity of
enforcement of the present laws
against gambling and the fact that
out of 2.3S3 arrests from gambling
Joints, only 437 convictions resulted,
suffered short
and only twenty-liv- e
Jail sentences, while the others escaped by paying lines, tho greater
portion of whic h was court costs and
officers' fees.
Advices are to tln effect that seventeen large establishments In iJalla.
El Paso and Houston had announced
their retirement from business.
g.

well-to-d-

AXOTIIEll Kl SSIAX
SHOT

Editor of
ISy

Moscow

lloy as Ho

AM) K1I1.I

Paper

I

Asuasj-limtc- d

House

Sluyr EsckI.

Moscow,
March 27. Dr. Jollos,
editor of the Kusskl Vledomostl, was
assassinated here today by an unknown youth, who shot him with a
revolver us he was leaving his residence. The murderer escaped. Jollos
was a member of the lower house of
the first itussiiin parliament.

DliV OOODS MUX TAKE
I P It Vl'lD TRANSIT Ql'ESTIOV.
New York, March 27. The ltetall
Dry Ooods association has taken up
the question of rapid transit, mid
has resolved to take an active In
terest In tiie future in all questions
relating to the obtaining of adequate
rapid transit facilities for the residents of all sections of New York.
The association feels that the municipality Is so hemmed in with limitations and ho drawn upon for what
may be called the necessaries of life
that it Is vain to indulge the hope
that it alone can work out the rapid
transit problem. On the other hand
It thinks, "that the capital usually
anxious to venture into such fields
of investment Is standing
still in
front of me ferment of public mini
and the rapid and radical changes of
the law under which such Investment
must be made."
'I

BEFORE COMMISSION

New York. March 27. Indictments
charging manslaughter In the soi- onod degree were returned today
against the New York Central railroad, Ira A. McCormlck, general
superintendent of the company, and
Alfred H. imlth, one of its vice
presidents, tn connection with the
wreck of the Prewster express on
the Harlem, division of the road last
The two men named fur
month.
nished boil.

PURE GOVERNMENT

iki.i:; vn:
Kids

to

HACK Kl MOVLItS Jl'IH- -

OVER MAYOR'S REPORT.
l.NT
New York, March 27. Members ot
the Eleventh Avenue Track Removal
association rue Jubilant at the report that Mayor McClellan had or
ox stock
dered Corporation Counsel Klllson to
Hut Were Vol Important Knoiiglt to prepare for condemnation
proceedScrloii-.lings in tiie ejectment of tlfe freight
I'.nctt Market More
DcMirt-iiicniks
New
trac
York Central from
Cheerful Tone in All
of the
Eleventh avei.ue. As the policy ot
a.--.2 7.
e lation insists on the condom-Lotio- n
U.i.
.ion.
Two
March
failures
the
: or life.
were announced upon the stock exclauses of the Saxe law, by
clutched the side of the boa'. change toilay before-- noon,
but neither which the city iibty condemn the'
.:.,! as I did
the table, whipped wire of any importance from
a mar- road after Marc h 27, the report was
thwater, strut, k me across the ket point of view. The tone in all de- taken to mean that condemnation
i
n or
parts: i:' ' was
proceeloiirs woi.bl be started after
all.
ViitluueJ cm Pns;! Kite.)
e

Dynamite Explodes at Atlanta
lling Two and Doing Much
Other Damage.

Should All Take Interest
in Local Politics.

A

60ES

PACIFIC

FROM TRACK WITH FATALITY

BURNED

snec-iu.eel, '7-dis DENIES
patch from Sofia, Bulgaria, says thai
according to some of the Houmanla
rejugees who have arrived on me
iiniiFutur, sirin of the Dnnuhe. the In
ANY

i

CASE

Pennsylvania Train Is Wreck He Prepared For Inquisition
ed by Removal of Rail
by Unusual Attention to
Joint on Two Tracks.
His Appearance.
NORTHERN

Parly Will Leave Japan With Ills Government In Official Bulletin
Body For Home
Asks For Peace and Promises
April 10.
to Reduce .Taxation.

ADJOURNED IN

RAILROAD

BIGGEST BOSS

IN

LANDLORDS BOUND

THE

Delivered by

MANSLAUGHTER COURT AGAIN IS

WAD E WiY W10NEY ON REAL ESTATE,"

PEASANTS

IS DEAD

tvenina Citizen, in Advance, M per year.
Carrier, to cant par merit.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, March 2 7. As
the result of Delegate Andrew's
visit to the Interior department
bids will at once be advertised
for the erection of the new addition to the l i.ited States Indian
at Albuciuerque, for
chool
which $40,000 was appropriated
by the last congress.
M.,
N.
Clayton.
continues
ahead ot eveiy land office In the
I'nited Stales on Its homestead
and other !.' nt entry record,
last month.
tiler. being
The tide of Immigration to the
southwest is loaded toward the
Clayton disiilet.
New Prl iinixicrs Appointed.
Joseph T. Stoneking lias been
appointed postmaster at Itose-clalN. M. vice John It.
Simon liibo
at Grants. N M.. Wi e Clnr'.cs
ScuM.tdt.
e.

I

S

of small means, who is honest, and the scene.
does not conceal anything when he

applies for Insurance, should know
under what conditions he Is paying
his premiums.
The
clause for dwellings and household
furniture, he claimed, should be forbidden, for the reason thnt the average man does not understand the
terms. He contended also that the
ten day clause as to a place being
unoccupied worked an Injustice, &i
many a vacant residence was amply
protected, pointing to the fact that
when a person closed his house In
the vacation period, there Is less risk
than when occupied, and when the
occupants are moving about. A temporary breach not resulting In a loss
which does not Increase the risk, he
claimed, should therefore, in no way
void the policy.
I tllltlcH Hill Hearing.
Albany. N. Y., March 27.

The senate Judiciary committee and tiie assembly railroads committee, in joint
session art today engaged In hearing
advocates and opponents of the governor's public utilities bill. Great interest la manifested in the hearing,
as much opposition is expected before
the hearing Is finished. Representatives of the various transit reform
organizations of New York City are
present to advocate the bill because
of the local commission it creates.
Senator Page and Assemblyman Mer-rl- tt
argue for the bill, but the significant part of the hearing will be the
opposition by Interests antagonistic .o
the reform program contemplated by
the governor's measures. The Tammany attitude towards the bill Is indicated by Senator Orady's ideas us
expressed before the senate when he
"We'll test your home rule
said:
Idea.
When the bill comes up we'll
put your home rules to a test. The
idea of Hie governor appointing the
commission to have churge of New
York City affairs.

the last; IIK.E

New Indian School Itiillillng

Tg

ru.

AMPHITHEATER It)H
MONTKEAI. IS PKOIIISEO.
27.
A
huge
Montreal, March
amphitheater is soon to be erected In
an uptown centre, to accommodate
the purpose of an opera house, and
to provide accommodation for other
large public gatherings, by a company of well known business men.
According to present plans the structure will cost in the vicinity of a million dollars. A gentleman Interested
In the project says twenty-tw- o
gentlemen are Interested
in
the matter.
They realize that something should
be done to give Montreal an auditorium worthy of tho city. Tul-- i gentleman stated that the building will be
twice as largo as the Arena, and it
will be so constructed as to furnish
ample convenience ami accommodation for tiie largest assemblies, anil
the Interior will be so arranged as to
allow of three different entertaii.fc
inents to be carried on at tin; name
lime. The proposed building will also .serve for hockey during the winter months, but It Is understood that
the provision for this game will In
no wise Interfere with the big concert hail, it It will be In ditiiM I
. to be
apartment- Tin- building
-

lire-proo-

f

(

OLD

"

tiUmv, STILL

SHAKES 8ATS OIl.SEHVKR
llcMit of Seismic Dlsttirlmncex Over
6,000 Mile Krom Oumrratory
No Details Obtainable.
London, March 27 An earthquake
Is reported by Professor Itaroch, ot
the Labor Observatory, to have occurred shortly before 1 o'clock Tuesday afternoon at a distance of something over 6,000 miles from La Rach.

GOVERNMENT OF NEGROES NO
WILL

CHINA

,

no

BE ENLISTED

cop

THE

00TH

Relatives of Those Who Re- All Negro Soldiers Now
pudiated California Debts
listed Will be Sent to
Held For Payment.
the Philippines.
Sun Francisco,
March 27.- - The
Call says that the six local Chinese
companies have Issued, with tho endorsement of the Chinese consul general, a notice calling a meeting at
which the claims of American anl
Chinese firms against those Chinese
firms which repudiated their Indebtedness after the big lire, in April last,
are to be presented.
These claims
are to be placed In the hands of the
six companies at the instance of the
Chinese government, and where insurance has been collected by the
debtors who have refused payment,
the e'lalms against them will be enforced. The- relatives of the debtors
are to be captured In China, It Is
said, und thrown into prison, to be
held until the debtor me. Is his
obligations.

En-

Houston. Texas,
March 27. The
announcement was madu today at the
local recruiting station that orders
had been received from the war department that no more negroes b'j
accepted for service in the army;
also that all ttere troops In the;
Culled States will be dispatched
forthwith to the I'liilipplm-s

TOLEDO KENNEL CL11I
OPENS ITS t'lltST .SHOW.
Toledo, March 27. The Toledo
Kinne club Is now a club in good
standing in lh
American Kenm-- I
club. The Toledo club Is mm going
to give a clo show. ns since
its
.imitation with the A mi ii:i n Kennel
club it cull now iz'c an official ken-ii- i
l club
'I lie
hoA will commence toilay und continue fou ' da s.
The Toledo Kennel club is to le
METHODIST OM EKK.M E
por.ited for $5.111111.
The snow is
MEETS AT STAI'NTOX. given in the club's rooms at the To27.
Va.,
Traveling
ledo
Staunton,
March
The
Men's assocl.i t :n.
conferenee of the Methodist
chiiri h outh, convened bi'ie today NEW OKLEAVS NH.IIT
for .i week's session. Questions of
i in;
schools i.o.si:
.Ne w i ii leans, March
importance, including u n statement
J7. The night
of faith, will come up, und the mem- schools al the Hoys High school ami
bers of the conference will bee as- the Franklin school closed today.
signed to their respective charges for Spec
exercises were g'en. Chan-eelio- i'
another yeur.
J. 11. Asweil. of the I'nl v ersity
M:s.si-i.iton oufe rencc.
I. delivereil u special adof
Washington. D. C, March 27.
dress. Mayor liehriii.ui ulso spoke:
The Washington conference
of the I'icsident Wilson, of the school board
Methodist Kplscopal church
began pieslile.l. There lias been an extra- Its annual session in this city today.
nar) large attendance during the
It will sit a week, and the lime will past
le mostly occupied with routine
work, hearing reports of presiding
lull-- .
Considered.
elders, and stationing the preailois
Albany. N. Y.. Mircli l'i. -- .vii oilitor another year's ."ervlee
II, shop er lulls Mom New
regardi-.Vol k
McDowell Is preshliiiu.
t
ransioi t it am and atfectlim the
t rn nspoi (alion
pr ihleiit will lie conIHNK APPKOVES
sidered toilay b the Joint commitOK ITS C API V
V(M Iv. tee of senate ami
that Is
.V.
Albany.
V..
Ii
The
Mar.
"I'V.Mi ,; til- - public utillti,
bill.
stockholders
of the Fir-- l .National Tll.'te ale bill.-- , lerflhi.lUl.g 'he present
Hank met toil i ami
the
ti ins:l board
ppincl
ut of ollic,. and
proposition to lnci'..ise ilie capital the Taiiimaiy bill providitiK for an
to lOm dhu. This cleclue ptlhtie utilities Co ill :i si ol i it)
stock from J:(mi.
action was iken pi. n ,n.n i,. ihc .New Yoik City.
i;rais bill pro-i
a, ii witb
le .National Kx-- .
s that a, passenger may travel as
hange l'.aiik.
r.u as be pleases fi.r one fare so
The
hI ap-of loim
Hi' latter ti.cl k met '.":i
as be docs not retrace his step.
proval the- i oi h .Ii ia- .c.
'al! i,nes connecti'tg with others.
-
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PANAMA
Writes Interestingly and
telligently Upon the
Canal Zone.

In-

WORK IS PROGRESSING
EVERYTHING

ferent places for double trucking of
the Panama railroad, and filling in
awn m pa, or run out on i dump which
of the
Is merely for the disposal
to tio tiae.
eat her and rock, putting
As It was a holiday none of the steam
shovels were working, but one plact
some drills were running, as they had
struck some very hard rock, and were
having to hustle to keep ahead of tne
steam shovel. The deepest part of
the cut which Is the part shown In
most pictures, is two miles Ions and
it Is about nine miles from Has Obispo to Pedro Miguel, the entire
length of the cut.
We went to Kmpire In the afternoon where there were two baseball
games on a regulation ball ground-gr- and
stand, high board fence, etc.
The lust game, Uorgona vs. Kmpire
lasted ten Innings and it was pretty
dark before the game ended. The
hall ground Is in a valley and when
the sun went down behind the western hills It still shown on the top of
Gold hilt, the eastern side of Culebra
cut, reminding me of "The Alpine
In
Glow In Parker's 'A Ixiy
the

FIRST GLASS

What They Have to Eat. How it Is
Cooked. Work on Canal and
Sanitary Conditions.
Arthur Fessler, of Newton, KaiiR.,
has written the following letter to his
pa renin, telling of scenes of Interest
on the Isthmus:

Cristobal. Canal Zone,
March 8, 1907.
Dear Folks:
By the time thin reaches you suppose you will be having some Panama weather, as spring approaches.
Kor the last two months the climate
has been delightful here; always cool
in the evenings, and during the iay
in the shade. The last few mornings
have felt real chilly, hut the temperature has not been lower than 67 or
S.
It la beginning to rain a little
more frequently now, and the wet
wesson will start In before long, when
the pleasant weather will be at an
end.
Work In all departments is going
on rapidly. A wagon road is being
built from Colon to Mount Hope, a
little more than a mile. This means
the filling In of a swamp alongside of
the railroad the entire length, and
the cost will cover over $10,000. The
dirt for filling this Is gotten from the
lock site at Oatun. It Is brought down
la trains of ten or twelve flat cars.
A large steel plow Is put on the end
car and pulled along the cars by a
cable, pushing the dirt off on the side
of the track next to the swamp. It
requires only twenty-fiv- e
seconds to
unload each car, which Is quicker
be undump
cars
can
ordinary
than
loaded. These are common Hat cars,
rt from
with one side to keep the
falling on both sides of the track,
as
much
about
twice
hold
dirt as
yind
the dump cars, owing to the necessity
of having the bottom of the latter
higher so they can be dumped. Many
of this kind of cars are used on the
Isthmus in preference to the dump
cars.
New roads are being made in Cristobal, and the old ones paved with
crushed rock brought here from
Hon la.
The Y. M. C. A. building
here is almost finished. It will consist of a two storied front building
with a rear building of one story.
The front building which will be 133
feet by 45 feet, will have a social
parlor, billiard and writing rooms on
the first floor and an assembly hall
the second floor. The rear building; will be ISO feet by 28 feet,
a double botrl'.n fi'.ley, gym
naslutn, shower baths, and 100 lockers. There are similar ulldingg at
Kmpire, Culebra and Gorgona. A
church in also being built close to
the Y. M. C. A. which will be available for all demonstrations.
The bakery In Cristobal is now
completed and they are making from
1,000 to 24,000 loaves of bread a
day, which supplies all the I. C. C.
hotels and commissaries on the Isthmus. The flour is elevated to the
top of the bakery, coming down from
the sifters, the mixing, molding and
shaping machine. Time making the
a little over five
bread averages
hours; four hours to rise, then it is
put thru a molding machine, and allowed to stand half an hour before
baking, which also takes just half an
hour. The two ovens hold 1,720
loaves. The dough is touched by
workmen Just three times, from the
mixing, molding and shaping machines, and the bread is very good
and clean.
An Ice refrigerator plant which is
built entirely of reinforced concrete,
has Just been put intu operutlon,
manufacturing fifty tons of ice, und
having large storage rooms for cold
storage.
The engines running this
will also furnish power for un electric
light plant and laundry. Will be glad
when the electric light plant starts
running us our lights are rather dim,
owing to the large number of lights
which the Colon plant now supplies.
It will supply only the lights in Cris-tiba- l.
and the Colon plant the lights
for that place.
There are two free schools here,
one for white children and one for
colored children, of the I. C. C. employes.
These schools are In all the
places of Importance In the (.'anal
Zone. The 1'ananianiuiis do not have
public schools, but those who can
It send their children to private schools.
February 22nd I went to Culebra
with a couple of boys from my department.
The town is on top of a
hill on the west side of the Culebra
cut, wnlch can be seen very plainly
from here. The administration bunding of the canal commission Is located here; It Is "U" shaped, two
stories high. All the office furniture
is up to date In every respect solid
golden oak desks, large tiling cases,
desk telephones, etc. In this building are the offices of Mr. J. F.
.Stevens, chief engineer; Mr. G. 1).
Krooke,
superintendent
of motive
lower and machinery; Mr. Jackson
Smith, superintendent of labor, quarters ami subsistence, and Mr. W. M.
Itelding. master builder. The Canal
Zone penitentiary is located at Culebra. It is similar to the quarters
buildings, ami has a double balded
fence ten feet hiKh around the yard.
We walked thru the cut in the
morning, on the west side, about half
way up the hill, which is almost solid
rock. Here is where the steam drills
are used mostly. A series of hides
are drilled from ten to twenly-s.- x
feet deep and a small cavity Is made
at the bottom of the boring with u
little powder to make room lor the
dynamite. After the rock Is blasted
a steam shovel comes along und picks
it up; it U then hauled away to dif
con-Taiul-

Have been to Gattin. seven miles
from here, several times. There is
where the big dam will be, which Is
to form an artificial lake about fif
teen miles In length, thus saving an
amount
of excavation.
Immense
From Colon to Gatuu the canal will
he sea level. There will be a set of
three locks a mile long, which will
feet to the
raise the ships eighty-fiv- e
elevation of the dam. They are now
excavating for the locks, and clearing the site for the dam. The rock
for the concrete part of the locks and
dam will be brot from Porto ltello,
eighteen miles up the coast from here
on steel barges. There are three en
gineers nt Porto Hello now, laying
out the site for the rock crushing
plant and other facilities that It will
be necessary to have there.
The greater part of the supplies for
the canal work, is brot from the Atlantic ports of the states of Colon.
The government owns four piers here
which are handled by the Farmers
Itallroad
and Steamship company.
Most of the lumber Is brot down In
sail boats, while the steam boats
bring the coal and other supplies.
There Is some coal boat In dock alunloading coal,
most continuously,
while (he other docks are always
busy unloading material. There are
five government ships which run between New York and this place, carrying passengers, mall and material.
They are not as large as the Koyal
Mall boats running between England,
here and New York, but fitted up as
modernly.
Telephones are put on
the ships when in dock and any office of the canal commission on the
Isthmus can be called up, to within
a few minutes before the boat leaves.
Was on one of the boats few nights
ago seeing a friend off for Washington, and they were loading old
French rails and scrap, for ballast.
The captain said that coming down
from New York he was always afraid
the boat would sink, it was loaded
bo heavy, anil going back he worried
because It might turn over, being so
light.
The hotel here is gradually Improving, but there Is a restaurant where
the food Is better cooked and board
only $25 a month, while the hotel
meals are 30 cents each. A good
many of us fellows from the store eat
at this place. Have eaten once at
the Tlvoli hotel, Panama City. This
hotel Is as tine as could be desired.
It was built by the Isthmian Canal
commission, and Is used by employes,
few of the rich Panamanians, ana
visitors mostly the latter I think.
The rates are all the way from
$l.r0 to as high as $12.00 per day.
I. C. C. employes can get rooms for
from $5 per month up. This Is the
only place where the employes are
churged for their lodging. It Is a
large three story building, has a
roomy lobby and verandas, a telephone central and telephones in all
the rooms, and It Is said cost over
$300,000. It is situated on a hill Just
inside the Canal Zone, and from the
third story a beautiful view Is gut-te- n
of the Pacific and the city of
Panama.
As the sanitary conditions are bettered and other Improvements maue,
privileges of the employes are being
cut down. Heretofore employes have
been allowed to Bend packages of
laundry, provisions, etc., along the
Panama railroad without charge, but
since the first of the month they are
required to pay the freight or express. Only fifteen days sick leave
are allowed, where formerly thirty
days were allowed, and the employe
is not paid for the time he was sick
unltl the end of six months' service.
wild have Jiot
A!! employe
been
here three months by the first of
April will have to wait ten months
before taking their first vacation.
As 1 have been here four months,
can take my vacation at the end of
eight months' service, but as we get
plenty of summer down here, think
will wait until November, If I keep
as well as I am have gained fifteen
pounds.
A good deal stronger rules
were
made than these a couple of weeks
ago, but an indignation meeting of
steam shovel men, engineers and
trainmen was held ut Culebra, a
committee calling on the officials,
and there rules dated a few days ago
were the result.
February first the commission
started feeding the laborers. Up to
that lime they were paid ten cents
an hour and prepared
their own
food, getting their supplies from the
commissaries. Now they are paid six
cents an hour and if
and
they work nine hours a day are given
a meal ticket fur the next day, but
if they work less than this amount,
have to rustle something to eat themselves.
On Saturday night they are
given meal tickets for Sunday and
Monday, providing they have worked
at least tour days of nine hours
each, out of the preceding six days.
This has the effect of keeping them
at work steadier, but the jamuciaus,
who constitute nearly all the laborers
at this place, don't like this new
turn of affairs. They are given meat,
or yams, bread and
rice, potatoes
coffee. This ration looks better loan
w hut they formerly
prepared themselves, but some who 1 have talked
to suy they don't have yams often
enough, not enough meat, ami no
seasoning on It. It seems that jams
must have been their principal article of diet in Jamaica.
There ate
quite u number of Jamaicans, however, working us clerks, whose salaries are all the way from $2fi to $?r,
per month ami one, who is port
laptalu, gets Jj'JD a month.
Walked out to the Mount Hope reservoir last Sunday afternoon.
This
supplies che water for Colon and
one
Cristobal, and is the
which Mr.
Poultney
lligelow
photographed,
printing it with an article on the Isthmus, in the Cosmopolitan several
months ago. However, he took the
picture just
the dam was finished, whin there was nothing but a
shall on creek there. It has a capacity
of j2u.uuu.ouu gallons and now, ut
almost the cud of the dry season, the
water is only si or seven feet below
Hie top of the .i.i 111.
This county Is very hihy and
small streams. All tin- - way
across the Isthmus can b seen many
kinds of palms and other trees. The
railroad seems to be the only high
way bitweeii the towns of the .one.
The houses of the people ale, of
according to ih.-icoin:.-Income.
Some of the naiivcs live in apai tmeiit
bouses owned by real estate men,
and the poor ones have small shack.
liiili of scraps of lumber. In Hie
small village nearly all the houses
are built with sl.b-of bamboo, and
several t ItickuchsvH of palm leaves for
the i oof. None of theni have chim
1

two-thir-

s

1

neys, the conking being done on small

charcoal stoves.
The Panamanians make their living In various ways.
on a recent
trip to Manawau. a small village tip
Fox river a couple of miles, saw
mRny of the natives making charcoal. Some of the people of i...s
place raise rice, mostly for their own
use. Quite ft large number of boatmen bring oranges, bananas, limes
and a few other native fruits here
from places along the Mlndie and
Chagres rivers. They also do add
Jobs for the commission. On a Panamanian holiday not long ago, saw
some natives marching around a circle in couples, keeping time to a. flute
and tomtoms. A policeman told me
It was their national dance. Nothing
picturesque or shocking about It.
Just got the New Orleans papers
today, up to March the 2nd, telling
all about Mr. Stevens resignation ana
cancellation of Mr. OlHver'a contract.
Had heard rumors of it here, but
could learn no details until we got
the papers. The day after we heard
Mr. Stevens had resigned a petit. on
was circulated asking him to reconsider his resignation and remain in
charge of the work, promising to
show our spprec.latlon by working
for him even harder than we had
been. Think most everyone signed
It.
Of course many of us do not
know him personally, but think
things are better now than they
would be under army surveillance
ns the New Orleans papers we received today, say the work Is going
to be managed.
It has been over a week since we
have gotten any mall from
as they have held the regular
boat, the "Panama.' 'back for a party
of congressmen who are coining to
the Isthmus.
ARTHUR.
Nowton Republican.
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When You Need

DRUGS

SECRETARY
TAFT
Panama. Cuba and Porto Rico
Followed by Alaska
and Philippines.

Will Be

Washington, V. C, Malch 27.
The traveling ambassador
of the
president, Secretary of War William
Howard Taft, now goes Into noncontiguous territory
of the United
States for purposes of Inspection and
report to the president on he "needs
of the territories and outlying possessions" of the United States.
It
sounds too harsh to designate them
as "colonies," but that Is what they
are Just as much as if they were
British possessions. Presldont Roosevelt, himself, would like to make
these trips, for he Is Intensely Interested In the success of all these territories, but as ho cannot go he believes the next best man Is his
secretary, Taft.
From Charleston, S. C. Secretary
Taft sails on board the Mayflower for
Panama, Cuba and Porto Rico to
be gone the better
portion of a
Saved Her son's Iilfe.
month. On the Isthmus his errand,
The happiest mother In the little of course, is to size up In a general
town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs. f. Ruppee. way what has been done, but his
She writes:
"One year ago my son mission there has one particular
was down with such serious lung purpose.
With him will go Chairman Uurton, of the house committee
trouble that our physlclun was
to help him; when, by oar on rivers and harbors, who Is one
druggist's advice I began giving him of the best posted men in the country on tho subject of public works;
Dr. King's New Llscovjry. and
soon noticed Improvement.
I kept Senator Hlttredge, of South Dakota,
this treatment up for a few weeks chairman on interoceanlc canals; one
when he was perfectly well. He has or two Influential members of the
worked steadily since at earpenta
house, and three distinguished civil
work. Dr. King's New Discovery engineers, who will make a special
saved his life." Guaranteed best study of the proposed sites for the.
cough and cold cure by all dealers. Gutun dam, the dam that forms the
50c nnd $1.00. Trial bottle free.
keystone of the canal. In Cuba, Mr.
Taft will give consideration to the
BRAIN STORMS I HAVE MKT.
steps Governor Magoon has taken
looking towards the restoration of
The storms had lost their strength. the government
of the people of
The snow that fell In the night was Cuba,
and in Porto Rico he will give
slush and slop before noon.
the pleus of the people for a
Often the soft, white flakes turned ear to measure
of self government.
to water when they touched the larger
Upon
his return to this country.
warmer earth. It was not uncom- Mr.
Taft hopes to be able to take
mon for the snow storm of the gray
short vacation In Canada, where he
morning to change to one of rain awill
have no work of any sort to do.
before noon.
,
Man and woman ventured not from In the autumn he will again take up
friendly roofs without an umbrella his travels. He Is scheduled under
Instructions from the president to be
or raincoat.
in the Philippines by the end of
One day might be bright and sun- I October
to be present at the first
ny, the air sharp, but hot so keen as
session
native Philippine asthat of winter, and the next seven sembly. ofIt the
will take him a month to
might be a chupter from the cruise get
there, and as he has been urged
of Noah.
I
visit Alaska on his way to the
And at times there was a soft, gen- j torlent,
the secretary would have to
tle breeze, friendly in Its warmth,
whispering, "Flshin's good! Fishln's leave the Pacific coast sometime
The Alaskan
good!" or "Game today! Game to- early in September.
portion of the Journey, however, will
day!"
upon
depend
Mrs.
Taft, who will acI read in a miner tbut r.na ,.r n,u
oldest citizens had visited Its office company .her husband to the Philippines. If she feels equal to this
and told of seeing a robin in the side-trip
it will bo taken as nothing
purK.
feazes the secretary.
Yes. spring was coming!
Mr.
If
Taft goes by this northern
Nature WHS ftwnkeninv nhn. 1....
winter nap. Everything was show- route 'and then "drops" in at Samoa
ing signs of life. The nervousness on his way home from Manila, he
"uuiu, as secretary oi war, nave
of the weather seemed contagious.
territory
I noticed
my wife was growing visited all the
of
the United Stutes. These trips arc
restless, she would rub a finger over
pleasure
not
by
any
Jaunts
means.
paper,
the wall
or the glass on u pic... .me
- .i '
1. .
" - ai
a m k gum
ture .and hold the finger up to the Xtf Tofl
lequesi ot tile
president, whvants his personal
light and
nt it ini.nii,,
anxiously. 1 caught her shaking a Judgment IT "1 upon actual obserand I
nal contact with con"i urupery aim men shaking vation
i"l
ditions, Ih
C' working out of the
her head strangely.
She had munv uhlanu l ...... r.,. great problems connected with these
ences with the maid. One day 1 saw outlying territories. The canal, Cuba
a. shook, nusay man, whose clothes
and the Philippines are the three
were spattered with whitewash, leave great problems of the day confrontthe house by the back door, and I ing the president. There are others
heard her call: "Next Thursday., of minor Importance, but these are
tho most commanding and each of
.
...u,,
"Yessuni."
them requires all the light the presibe
Thursday."
dent cun obtain.
.
YOU won't (lLsnnnoliif
i...
asked.
Noon Lunch .Munitioned.
"Ah sho won't, ma'am," he
Secretary
new
Cortelyou,
the
,
'Ahil be' liven' nev' Tl.,.,.,,.1.... i...said.
head of the treasury department,
o dock.
has broken up another custom of his
Fool that I was!
predecessors the noon-da- y
luncheon
I should have en,l,.,l nil il,.a i...t
assistant secretaries. This
r with the
but I loved how t.w.
was
years
ago
custom
established
ten
should have told her what I had heard when Lyman J. Gage was installed
and tried to save her from the woe at
the head of the department.
Mr.
sne was cringing upon herself and Gage
had been a bank president and
me. but I beslljilo.1
Ihlnblni, L
he
too
tho time
valuable in
might bring a better opportunity or the found
middle of the day to bo wasted
uui wny iaiK or llr
In leaving the bank to go out for
I returned
home several hours
to eat. Accordingly, 'when
earler that Thursday. The sight of something
the treasury, he conmy once nappy nome drove me near- he came tobanking
practice In this
tinued his
ly wild. Miserable woman! Not con- respect.
o'clock came each
When
tent tO brine
nnnn vnA h,,r day, one of the 1messengers
spread a
advertising it to the world, for there table in Mr. Gage's private room
and
In the yard were all our household
from some mysterious quarter protreasures.
duced a luncheon that everybody
1 reeled and would have fuiio,, Ko.i
While eating, the affairs of
I not heard her voice ot that
department were discussed and
crying:
"You can't get any- the
Gage found it a good way
thing to eat here! We're cleaning Secretary
expedite
the public business.
house! Leave me a couple of dol- to
Secretary
Shaw came In he
lars to pay Sam for whitewashing When
but Assistant
continued
the basement and then clear out!" Secretary the custom, banking
comKeep, now
missioner of New York, was the one
Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, relieves member of his official family who
rheumatic pains and makes sleep did not Joint these dally councils.
Cortelyou
promptly
Secretary
and rest possible, which Is alone
abandoned the custom. Ho believed
s
worth manv times its met
Crocker. Esq., now 84 years of age," the luncheon hour belonged to the
anu tor twenty years justice of the secretary and his assistants to find
peace at Maxtinsburg, Iowa, says: and eat their luncheon as their own
"I am terribly afflicted with sciatic tastes suggested. When he can, Mr.
(n
my left arm and Cortelyou goes home for his. It Is
rheumatism
right hip. I have used three bot- usually long after 2 o'clock when he
tles of Chamberlain's Pain tfalm and goes to luncheon and when he reIs a press of business
It did me lots of good."
For sale turns If therecontinuously
In his ofhe remains
by all druggists.
fice until 8 o'clock, when he Is willo
SPECIAL PRICKS on a line assort- ing to go home for his dinner.
Much has been published about
ment of carpet samples.
Telephone
us to send you a lot on approval. the secretary's modest lunch across
Futrelle Furniture Co.
the street at a dairy lunch room.
He does patronize one of the places,
Richard Mansfield's
went when a
where he formerly
son Is writing a play. Who knows clerk at the white house, and if time
but that the "irreat Amerlt
Is limited he may be found there
U in Bight?
touching elbows with his clerks,

W

always
Don't
how
think
you can get them.
cheap
Think Instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
end strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Occidental

Life Building.

I

,.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED.
WANTED A dining room girl at Co
lumbus hotel.
Weal
Messenger boys.
WANTKD
ern Union Telegraph office.
WANTED Girl for general housework. 112 North Walter street.
WANTED Competent engineer. Ad
dress I, In own handwriting, care
Cltlsen.
WANTED At once, one short order
Apply to P. W. Yunker,
cook.
Socorro, N. M.
WANTED More work lor a first
class hand laundry. Lace curtains a
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
408 West Tljerws avenue. (Colored.)
WANTED Two white waitresses $30
per month, board and room. A
good iron moulder. Also' teamsters
and lumber pilers. Good wages,
Employment Agency,
Colhurn
Gentleman-second- WANTED
hand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweoney,
proprietor.
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OLD SOME S

FED AND
KEPT OPEH

A Rieat many people have an idea
TMUTTDF'
JKJ flflTl
UV1--1 UUUUU
that old sores exist merely because of U 1
a diseased condition of the flesh where the ulcer is located.
They
patiently apply salves, powdcis. plasleis and other external applications, but in fpite of all such treatment the place refuses to heal. Whenever a sore or ulcer does not heal readily the Mood is at fault; this
vital fluid is Tilled with impurities and poisons which are constantly
being discharged into the place, feeding it with noxious matter,
which makes it impossible for the s.ire to heal, old sores m.ivbe the result
of an inherited Mood taint, or the effects of a Ion- - spell of sickness, or again
the circulation may be contaminated w ill! the collections of refuse matter
which the diflereut members have failed to expel through the channels of
luliitc. Whatever the cause the blood be-

,l

comes .stu ped in poison and a cut, bruise,
hcr.itch ot other wound often develops into
a soie, fed and kept up by these impurities,
causing it total deeper into the surrounding tissue, inll.miing, festering and caus-iuPURELY VEGETABLE
pain
Kxtcinal applications can only
ketp the sore ilcau; they cannot cure tht
trouble because they do not reach the Mood. S. S. S. cures Did Sores bv
going to the vry lioUoui of the trouble, driving out the impurities and
poisons and purifv ing and building up the entire circulation. When S. S. S.
Las removed the cause the blood becomes rich and healthy, the sore begins
to heal, ln-- flesh is formed, the place scabs over and is soon pt rin.iiH ntl
Rooit on Sores and Ulcers ami any medical advice free.
be;-.leil- .

the svrirr specific vo.. ayiahta, ca

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WARB-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, as low as fit
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call an it
see us before borrowing.
TUB HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to an4 frani all
part of tho world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bide
IIS West Railroad Ave.
'
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings. "
On

MONEY

TO

LOAN

m

East Railroad Avenue
Colo Phone, Illack 30.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth

Gold
Gold

lining

ALL

WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

Crowns
Painless Extracting

POR TERFIELD

two-stor-

$1.60 up
$4
50c

Gold.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
Ira M. Rond.
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
ATTORNEY AT
J2 F.St..
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00 N. W., Washington, D.LAW.
C.
Pensions,
per week and up, furnished with land patents,
copyrights,
caveats.
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes. The Minneapolis House, letter patents, trade marks, claims.
624 South Second street, AlbuquerJ I. W. I). Ilryan.
que, N. M.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer-que- ,
N. M. Office,
First National
'oli SALE- .FORsTLE A good blg'cow, wllfbe Rank building.
K. V. Dobson.
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
ATTORNEY AT T.AOT
r;
FOR SALE At a sacrifice,
good as new; must be sold Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. M.
for cash only.
Address Haruup,
IENTISTS.
care Citizen office.
you
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
R. J. li KRAFT,
will find fine home made bread, Ec
Dental Surgeon.
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked
Rooms 2 and X. Harnett hi.1l.Or,.
beans, soup and other good things over
'
O'Rlellv'a rtroodk
strictly nome made. Phone 710. No. 744.
Appointments
by
made
Mrs. Downs. 506 South Arno St.
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D.
SALE The Claude Girard
S.
NO.
306
property on Mountain road, first
Railronrt nvar.no
AM..
......aw
UVW
house west of acequla, near Six- hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:31
p.
m.
p.
to
5
m. Both phones. Apteenth street. Inquire on premises
pointments made by mail.
or at 300 North Proadway.
V. M." NHRRintv m w.
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeon.
Diarrhoea Remedy.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-phoThis remedy has been In use fir
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
over thirty years and has proved ItDR. It. L. 1IUST.
self to be the most successful remOffice,
edy yet discovered for bowel comN. T. Annljo Bldg.
plaints. It never fails. Sold by all
Tuberculosis t
nun mgu
druggists.
Frequency Electrical
Purni
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red lit

ni.

type-write-

n. p. copp,
ROOM

12. N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.

drinking his mug of
and eating mince pie or anything else
that strikes his fancy. Under Secretary Shaw the assistant secretaries
came and went at pleasure In and
out of the private office of their
chief. Now there Is a more business like method. When an assistant wishes to confer with the secretary he arranges for It through his
messenger and the secretary fixes a
time, and he expects bis assistant to
keep the appointment to the minute.
Every minute of the work day is
employed and Mr. Cortelyou insists
upon talking to his assistants and
bureau chiefs privately, without that
incessant Interruption that was oi
common during the previous
half-and-ha- lf

-

I.

ne

6-- 8,

T. R. LIKES WILL BUT HAS NO

A.

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
tt

a-

i

--

nrynrtiraa

Commercial Club building.
BlacH
or White hearse, J 6.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. SDencer. Rnnmi
0.-- nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office With W. R. ChlMara
II
West Gold avenue.
HAIR DRESSER AXT CUIROPO.
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her narlont. No.
209 West Railroad avenue. Is nra.
pared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat rnrn
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own pre para
tlon of comnlexlon cream huiM tin
the skin and Improves the complex
ion,, ana is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also prepares a hair
ionic mat cures and Dre vents dan
druff and hair falling out; restore
life to dead hair: remove
mnlaa.
warts and superfluous hair. Also r
face powder, a freckle cure and plr.- pie cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations are uurelv veretnhia
compounds. Have Just added a vl- Drator machine for treatment ol
scalp, face and cure at wrlnkiaa
it
Is also used for rheumatism,
pains
massage.
and

ina-me-

ld

PROPERTY

FOR RENT.
We have about $3,000 to loan In
FOR RENT furnished rooms and
tenls. 413 South Rrondway.
sums
oi $1,00 or less on real cwfiue
house. Ill
FOR RENT Four-rooCall G23 North security sr. S per cent.
ci tii.
South Edith street.
Third.
RENT Nice
brick in
For
highlands, $17, Including water.
Lloyd Hunsnker, 205 W. Gold.
modern
Foil RENT Five-roobrick cottage, first class condition.
$20. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 W. Gold.
CO.
y
FOR RENT A six room
216 West Cold Ate.
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 Wreet
avenue.
CARDS
dwelling, PROFESSIONAL
Fill: RENT Four-roogood condition. $15, Including city
water.
water. Lloyd Hunsaker,
205 W.
LAWYERS.
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SIX.RKT.VRV WM. II. TAFT,
Whom President Admires, Rut IKk-- Not Room for White House.
I'OMTIOX OF C1IIKF KXEl'UTIVi: run for a third term himself.
He U
with that question, Jn
IS TO KKKI HANRS OIF AT confronted
way
or another, about BOO times
PRK.SKNT
IICT WILL FIGHT one
every day. And every time he meets
ANY TRl'ST CAITAIN
THINKS It with a determined negative.
And
T. R. can be dt termiued when he
TAFT WOl'I.l
OVI'IWF.
sets about It.
HIT
The growing interest in Taft uni
other presidential booms is regarded
by the president as an encouraging
(Ky
llsoii Gardner.)
sign.
He thinks it indicates a
spreading conviction that ho is tellWashington, I). C, March
ing
the truth.
Roosevelt has no presidenThe effort to make it appear that
He likes Taft, but Is
tial candidate.
Roosevelt Is formally launching the
not booming or promoting his candidacy for the republican nomination Talf boom is made by Taft's enemies.
It conies from Ohio, where Foraker
in 11)08.
Dick have been bitterly fighting
That is the simple truth about the and
everywhere
what
for
Roosevelt
"Trtft boom."
stands. It is tne belief of Foraker
see
to
would
president
The
like
that he can kill oft Taft by making
Taft nominated as his tueeessor. Hut the country think that Roosevelt is
it is doubtful If he would go so far trying already to
dictate his succesas to say so publicly now.
In pri- sor.
vate he has been led Into that adRoosevelt would like to be sucmission in the past, and there is no ceeded by some man In whom he lias
doubt in the minds of bis lios.' confidence.
Ho wants his policies
friends as to how lie feels
carried on after he goes out ot oltlce.
There are two reasons why Roose- He thinks Taft would continue them.
velt Is not booming Taft:
lie firmly He believes ulso that Root would
He has entire confibelieves It would hurt Taft's chances continue them.
for the nomination, and he thinks dence in Cortelyou, Garfield and some
the convention too remote to thinli oilier members of his cabinet.
Rut
he does not think that all these men
about presidential nominations.
President
Roosevelt believes th-- would be good presidential timber.
best Interests of his parly require him He thinks Root the most able man
to keep bis hands oft presidential In the cabinet, but he does not think
booms.
There are several ambitious Root would make tho best run for
gentlemen who think they have a the presidency.
The president .Iocs not want to lie
chance In the presidential race. For
l!y
Roosevelt to pick out one man ut this succeeded by a "reactionary."
stage of the game and utlcmpt to this term is meant some man like
give him a lead over all the others, Fairbanks, who would not carry out
would not be regarded by them as a the Roosevelt policies. He realizes
"square deal." It would be resented what everybody who is close to public
by the friends of Fairbanks, Cannon, affairs realizes that the powerful inShaw, Hughes and I .a Kollette. They terests which have always opposed
all have a right to run if the peopbj IMosevelt will try to end his policies
with his term.
want them.
They will select and
to the present lime President nuance some man for tho presidency
l'i
podevoting
who will be certain to end the RooseRoosevelt has been
his
litical energies to convincing his velt reform.
The president
wi'l
friends and admirers that he will not eventually light any u')i move
s

IIK-KOR-

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Ijind Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Feb. 28. 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
Herrera. of Chllill. N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support
of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
made December 31, 1901. for
the the SEVi SWVi and lot 5, Sec. 6.
and NE Vi NWVi and lots 1 and 2.
Sec. 7. Township 8 N. Range 7 E,
and that said proof will be made before H. W. S. Otero. U. S. Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M ..11
April 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, I.us Martin.
Rel and Ignacio Herrera. all of
five-ye-
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Reduced
Railway Rates
To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Office. 113 West Railroad ..venue.

"lily member of American Ticket Brokers' Association in Albuquerque, N. m.
Correspondence
solicited.
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HOW ARE YOU BUILDING?

AN ABLE DIGEST OF THE

Our Prices

NEW EDUCATIONAL LAW

-

Our Work

are right

i

All Kinds

Stringent Qualifications for County
School Superintendents Omitted

right

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

Per Diem is 52.50.
r
't'li.' ioiloAiiiK able rexunie of the it" him fur faithful ln-- fui iiiiin
aUotial law passed by the lute duly; cuch supervision over villus?".
Tho.town atil city schools as sluill be
U rontrlbuted t
J. K. ct'ssury In harmontilng and fystema-fiork- Citizen bv I'vof.
torrii..ri:il Ku i.rrl ii tonili-i- i t of tixiiiit report, and in securing uniform ojr;itluii of system; Kenera!
puMic 'i'itructhii:
supervision over ollb lal records and
.i,..ti..n
1'iini

f JiK

....

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

j

o

TZ
Lr

Ta.lJ t '

1iowo.:

tl....: .nay suspend county sup. rln-f'- ?
.,U
proceeding
and Institute
Ka:nst him f..r removal,
12. Traveling expenses o.
territorial superintendent and his f
slslunt. 1700.
superin
IS. Territorial
Section
whool
.tenth-npresi ribe public
blanks, prepare und publish school
laws. thiK day program, ami flair
lute.
Prepare and publish
Section 14
.,nnlii report.
scll()n j r, Territorial superintend-ritorm- l
,,rr,.t;,rv'
,((,
f territorial

i

50

dJuP.

of,-Hl-

,
it, .rial board of education. Urant.
renew rind revoke teachers- tertlli-- l
rate. Adopt text books and course
Htudy.
Control teachers' Inntl- - '
tutea.
3.
Territorial board to
fection
prepare examination questions for all
gmrieK of teachers' certitlcates, und
copies to county superintendents
ilay before date of examina- Hon. Territorial board tlx time, place.
Ter- rule for county examinations.
board prescribe subjects an I
percentages, 'i httd Rra.l certillcat.:
o etlu0i(Uon.
(trade eel- Kood for one year;
r.,.i
, Iticato good for two years; lirst Krade
"
... rtiH..-.icrx.il
for tliree years..
re sistant must be conversant with both
rh; nunty superlnteTident mayonly,
Assistant's
KnKllsh.
and
SpaiUstl
imw firm iriade certificates once
subject to approval of superintendent - salary, fl.uuu.
eduSecllon 1". Olllre of superintend-i-atW.Board of
of public instruction.
In city may Issue teachers' cer- - ent of public instruction at capital.
tilRyitcs under such rules a--s it may ills certified acts shall be received In
prescribe, but such certitlcates ure courts and elsew here,
Mem-- j
not legal except in said city.
Section IN. Collie superintend-ber- s
of county board of examnlation cnt Klected at general election for
more
livf1(W(1
paid
than
for
not to be
years; term of otilce to begin
tlyas.
January 1st; to be eligible to election,
teachers"
must be "person of culture and prac-cTerritorial
Secti 'ii i.
tincates Issued by territorial board Ucal experience and learning In those
of education under Its own rules. brunches of education taught In
of territorial certificates nc svhools, as provided 'by law, and
must attend summer school or Instl- - a person of good moral character,
lute approved by territorial board. such qualifications to be passed upon
oi
Territorial board may endorse cerim- - and approved oy tne county uoa.ru
eates granted in states or other terri- school examiners of each county
Territorial board may grant Penalty for payment of public funds
tories.
first, second or third grade county for services of county superintendent
If no person elected
certificates to persons who have com- not qualified.
upon
qualifications,
Graduates having such
pleted specified courses.
of Kt. Michael's granted county first nomination by territorial board of
comcounty
education, the board of
;rade certificates.
public missioners fills vacancy.
Section 5. Superintendent
may Issue permits to
Section IS. County superintendent
instruction
Permits expire at next suc tile oath with probate clerk. County
leacB.
super
County
file ja.OOO Dona wuu
superintendent
ceeding examination.
intendents have like authority, but board of county commissioners
Section 20. County superintendent
ninnot Issue twice to same person.
subject to
Section 6. Teachers' Institute in- shall have jurisdiction,
inevery county.
Conductors and
the supervision and "direction of the
iriiftors selected bv the county su- - territorial superintendent of public
perlntendent on approval by terrltor-- 1 Instruction, over all public schools
Every conductor w ithiln his county, except inose in
ial superintendent,
City schools shall make sucn
or instructor must hold certificate cities.
from territorial board of education. reports as required by territorial
County superintendent shall
Attendance of teachers compulsory. board.
secured supervise methods of instruction;
Kxcuses tor
as In old law. Territorial board of consult with directors concerning
enforce compliance with
education may issue permanent exCities em- school laws; organize, disorganize and
cuse to certain persons.
ploying- superintendent,
who gives change district lines us elsewhere pro
half time to supervision, not required vided; hold teachers' meetings for
to hold institutes.
Territorial board professional improvement; perform
issue course of study for institutes. other duties provided by law, or pre
Territorial superintendent may per- scribed by territorial board; appor
mit Jotnt county institutes. Expenses tion funds on third Aionuay oi jan
of Joint Institute equitably divided by uarv, April, July and October.
county superintendents and territorSection 21. Salary of county su
"County InsUtute perintendents
after January 1st
ial superintendent.
1906: Payable monthly from coun
fund" from following sources: Cla-sof pronate
A counties set tsido at least $100; ty treasury; warrants
In counties of ten school
class B counties, 175; class C coun- clerk.
ties and others, $50. Attendance fees rooms or less, $300, 11 to 16 rooms,
from $1 to $3. Disbursements from $600; 17 to 25 rooms. $800; 26 to 33
this fund paid on order drawn by rooms, $1,000; 34 to 42 rooms, $1,200;
county superintendent, signed by ter- 43 rooms or more, $1,500. In no case
d
of colshall salary exceed
ritorial superintendent.
levy
from general three-mi- ll
Section 7. Territorial board may lections
expenses
purposes.
Olfice
for school
i evoke certificates of following kinds:
shall be allowed by board of county
County, city, territorial, Institute
commissioners not to exceed 4 per
and instructors.
cent of tsalary; territorial superln
Section 8. Legally qualified teacher tendent classify counties In January
to teach in any district, town, city, of each year.
village, independent district, must be
Section 22. School districts organcertificated as provided in this act, ized by county superintendents
on
must possess certificate of attendance petition of majority of legal electors
or summer residing
at teachers'
institute
district.
within proposed
school approved by superintendent of Petition must contain description of
public Instruction, held within twelve boundaries, and names and ages of
montiip, or must possess approved ex.- - all persons of school age residing
Penalty .. Ilhln ,,rn..sed district.
use for
After or- for payment of public echoed money Kanjzatloni
superintendent
county
tor any services of teacher other shall apportion funds to It at time of
than person legally qualified.
next apportionment. Must be twentySection 9. Territorial board of ed- - live children of school age In new dis- in atlon to adopt uniform
of school
Must be twenty-fiv- e
trict.
lor all of first eight grades of pub ae left In district or districts from
lie. svhools.
Texts adopted to con- which the new is made. School direcPenalty tors may maintain more than one
tinue in use for four years.
SupplemenCounty superfor use of other books.
school in a district.
tary texts may be used on upproval intendent appoint directors until next
by the territorial board or territorial election.
Territory of district fchall
not be reduced as to make its bonded
f u perintendent.
Territorial superin- indebtedness exceed 4 per cent of asSection 10.
County superintendent of public Instruction appoint- sessed valuation.
ed by governor; term, two years; tendent decides assets and liabilities
among districts affected; board of
s.ilary. $2,400.
Section 11. Powers and duties of county commissioners to
superintendent.
Oeneral Districts consolidated on specllic peterritorial
supervision of public education; visit titions.
Districts disorganized when
territorial educational institutions and fewer than fifteen of school age, but
meet with their governing boards at bond Issue is protected. Appeal to
least once a year; supervise rural board of county commissioners from
schools, acting through county super- superintendent's decision.
intendents, who shall be responsible
Section 23. County surveyor shall
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MAKE THE COltN EUs TON r. OI' YOl'lt I.U E'S WORK HONESTY.
THE TOPMMi OE MANY
MHiHTY roitlTNES CAN HE THACEH HACK TO THE 1 HIST ME 1'IT INTO THE HUII-DINOF IT.
lld you ever see a child build a tower of blocks? the beginning. They started, perhaps, by putting Just
If you did. did you observe the calculating care one lie in the foundation, planning to pull It
with which each small piece of wood was placed on
But that one lie, that one dishonest act
the miniature structure, how every childish precaution showed itself repeatedly despite constant applications
was t:iken to prevent the swaying pile from falling. It of varnish.
Pretty soon another He was laid on top
was a pleasant sight, wasn't it, when after the last of It to cover It. and then a dozen others had to be
block was plated, the lllmsy pile unable to support the laid to support these two.
weight of another wooden cube, crashed to the floor
Finally the ability and bruins of the miserable
a mid the joyous shouts of the youthful nrchltect?
failure were directed to but one end. to devise ways
DID YOU EVE 11 SEE A MAN HIMLDINO A ToW-Eto place just one more block without causing the colOF BLOCKS? Perhaps you did. but you didn't lapse of the whole structure.
The supreme moment
know what you were watching. It may even be pos- came.
sible that you are building one yourself. Suppose the
The miserable failure, desperate in the face of
blocks were lies, petty deceits, dishonorable and dis- disclosure, made one frantic effort to concejil the weakhonest acts nnd thoughts.
ness of his life.
He laid his last block and what
Did you ever see a miserable failure?
There are might have been a noble career, crumbled Into a
plenty of them on the streets and in the penitentiaries.
pile of debris.
It wasn't a pleasant sight
They are not the men who never amounted to anything. this.
They had plenty of brains, plenty of ability and plenty
Cartoonist Irvin's representation of the miserable
of energy. But they didn't have backbone. They made fallure"s methods pictures many a lie. HOW ARE
the mistake of building their life structure of blocks YOIT BL'ILDIXC,
Have you laid your first block?
of deceit, lies ami misdeeds instead of truth, honest It's miKhty easy to begin a block bouse. But when
and fair dealing.
the blocks are lies, IT'S MIC.HTY H A It I To STOP.
Maybe they didn't nteud to build with blocks In Think it over.
out-som- etime.
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locate boundaries on request of coun- per capita In said district.
Nonty superintendent.
Expense paid by residents paying taxes within district
county commissioners; not to exceed receive credit for school tax paid.
$50.
Section 30. Laws repealed. Many
Section 24. Scholastic year ends sections repealed and many amended
for
the purpose of 'harmonizing the
June 15.
Statistical ui'ports from
directors, secretaries and clerks shall laws. Section 1632. 187 compilation, amended. mal:lng election of
be filed In office of county superintendent within ten days thereafter. school directors for this present year
following years occur in April
and
reports
of county super
Statistical
intendents and heads of educational instead of In June, as heretofore.
institutions shall be filed with terri- Terms of otilce to begin the first
Term of office of
torial superintendent on or beforo Monday in May.
July 15.
Territorial superintendent directors elected In April, 1907, however,
begin
July and end In
in
shall
shall make annual report to governor
May, 1908.
on or before August 15.
Section 31. Law noes Into effect
Section 23. Levy for school purposes.
Directors and board of edu- at once.
cation required to provide houses, repairs, furniture, fuel, to pay teachers, interest on bonds, to redeem "PRAYERS OF THE PEOPLE
bonds, to defray contingent expenses.
Make estimate, first Monday In May.
May levy tax not to exceed live mills.
CANNOT GO UNANSWERED"
May levy to fifteen mills by majority
of votes cast at election called for
that purpose. Election not required
in cities.
Territorial auditor shall
(Statement by Father of Kidnaped
lay three mills on all property. Becomes part of general school fund of Child to The Citizen.)
I am grateful to all the newspapers
county. Apportioned by county superintendent regularly. None appor- throughout the country for their In- terest and concern In the tragedy that'
d
tioned to districts that have not
befallen my home. I must con-- I
at least three mills special tax or
school purposes.
Surplus In sinking fess that I have no Idea what has be- come
of my little son, Horace, but I
fund may be applied to building or
enlargement.
Special tax levied by
district remain In force until district
votes to discontinue.
wages.-- .;
Section 26.
Teachers'
Not more than $50 for holder of third
grade certificate; not more than $75
for holder of second grade. Permits
rank as third grade. Full pay for
legal holidays.
Full pay for one
month during which school is closed
for safety from disease, etc.
Full
pay for Christmas holidays, not to
days.
exceed fifteen
Penal clause.
Section 27. Property presented to
-public schools sacredly conserved and
administered.
Section 28.
School lands with-- '
drawn from the market.
Section 2H. Tuition may be charged
Must not exceed 20
per cent more than cost of education
I

lev-le-

'
,

New Mexico's Leading

feel confident

that with the wide pub.
llclty that has been given his case
be found. I wish
especially to thank the newspapers
that have published Horace's photograph.
That the public may have it
suit netter description of the child, I
ask that your newspaper make It
clear that Horace could hardly bo de
scribed as a "child," but rather as a
"baby." It must be remembered that
he was only a little over three and a
hair years of age. and was still In
short dresses.
He has very light
hair and he speaks with a baby lisp.
I hope and firmly believe that my
child will be returned to me.
For
the prayers of the thousands of good
people In this country, going up for
the restoration of little Horace, cannot go unanswered.
he will eventually

Afternoon Newspaper
AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL; REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
A MV HTUCD MT7W7CD A DT7r
rT in nx- CIRCULATION COUNTS, ot

G

Mover. Dela.

Tetter, Salt Itliruni and Eczema.
These Are dlsoaaAu r.t.
Chamberlain's
Salve Is especially
valuable. It quickly allays the Itch-ha- s
Inir niul

mnriini

cure. Price.
all druggists.

25

nr.

cents.
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Write us For Catalogue of

For sale by

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

They act ike ExerciseTll

i

sir 1 i

'

I

for the Bowels

I

Iffito,

All

Drcggists

"

o

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

I

i

J. KORBER &

CO., WHOLESALE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
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MESSAGES
accepted by the WESTERN UNION and POSTAL TELEGRAPH COMPANIES, at Albuquerque offices
for transmission to outgoing and incoming steamers equipped, rates given upon application at above offices
will be

company now has on exhibition a full size set of instruments capable of transmitting messages 500
miles, which will be fully demonstrated to the public, such as sending signals, ringing bells, blowing
fog horn, lighting electric lights on moving trains, also semaphore appliances, all of which will be fullv explained and operated Free of Charge tonight, also Thursday and Friday evenings, 8:15.

T-h-e

AT

Colomb o Hall, North Second Street

Q

NORTrt SEJOND ST.

C

5

fl
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000000000000

of Albuquerque from the very found
ing of the new town, nnd during nil the Intervening
ye.tr lie haj been connected with the press of the city,
Published Dally and Weekl.
but the strength and vigor of his manhood have been
given to The Kvenlng Citizen, which he loved and for
By The Citizen Publishing Company
which he labored with the love nnd labor of a mother
for her only child. It Is devoutly hoped by The Citizen
U I M l AM l HlHKiAX,
W. N. (sTIUCKIMl.
re"The working girl has come to
Editor anl Uuslnesn Manage- - that he may noon return to his home, thoroughly
president.
stay," says an eastern woman. That
stored to his accustomed health Ami vigor.
woman evidently doesn't llvo In the
suburbs.
CAN THE LEOPARD CHANGE HIS SPOTS?
.
' 1 tinl.l IK.
.v.
1- .- .1
The interstate commerce commission places the
iiin.il vtier tiiinitn aitrnv,
In the dramatic book of Job. the devil on one
average cost a mile for steam railroad operation at advises Henry Clews.. What's
use,
the
Is represented asking the Almighty whether Job $6,409.
average Henry? If ho drinks alone he'll do
Electric operation approximately
erved him for nothing. No one over thought of ask- $5,256. Were all the railroads equipped electrically, on the avoiding.
ing the recent legislative minority ft similar question this basis, it would mean a saving in annual operation
Change Cars!
a to the service rendered thorn by the, morning
It is hoped by the writer of this,
of $250,000,000.
that Rome mou IHlnlr nn linn, fViAir
No one for a moment
organ of this city.
had not yet thought. Hyden (Ky)
could poxslbly hnaglne such vile, villainous and filthy
The beet sugar Industry will of necessity, and thai, 1 nousanusucKS,
That there
work to be done "free gratis for nothing."
Richard Mansfield
has declared
was a negro In the wood pile, a bonus In the basket, too. In a few years, tie one of the greatest Industries in
term. IMat-forin con- this part of New Mexico. Climate, soil, seasons, geo- for Hoosevelt for another carry
a. compensation .held out for encouragement
a
Make
and
noise
a big
graphical
location,
consumption
cheap
home
labor
the
and
of
tinuance of the slanderous and cowardly abuse
stick.
terlrtorlal republican organisation and of the leading all point to that fact. The length of time till this shall
A New York woman, who Is said
t.
be realized depends alone on the activity of our own
republicans elected to the legislature, was
to be an authority on dress, says wopcpole.
presents
In
pay
In
this
the
Citizen
shall
connection
The
b..
light
what that
men buy clothes that men may make
It now comes to
And here we've been think
The president of the Journal company has been made adjoining column an Interesting article on the Industry money.
Ing it was so they'd have to make it.
On Monday, In general.
a. member of the bureau of Immigration.
April 8, the bureau will meet for the election of officers.
"Romer has a bad case of wander000000X)0000XXXXX)0000000000 lust."
The president of the Journal company now demands,
"Yes, he's so rrnzy to be on a railas payment for the work done by his paper against Ilia 5
MERICA'S WONDERFUL USE OF
road train that he pays a lunch wagrepublican organization, that he shall be elected presion man to drive around the streets so
SUGAR. BOTH BEET AND CANE
he'll feel he's eating In a dining car."
dent of the bureau, and as compensation for the espe- g
cially dirty work done In the legislature he demands
Ceo. Cohan has promised to write
nothing but one-athat his discredited representative, who also Is city
plays In the fuInsecretary
ture.
Complete
by
of
figures
the
statisas
coni41ed
bureau
of
Some folk nre rejoicing beelected
the
paper,
shall
fdltur of the
cause
new
d
the
will
plays
be only
tics of the department of commerce and labor show
bureau.
as long as the old ones, but as
What claim tr o.ualttlcHliu for the ofllee Mr. llen-nin- that the quantity of sugar brought Into the United a matter of fact there is reason to
has, other than the malodorous legislative labors States In 1906, plus that produced at homo, mlius the mourn
Hoil probably write three
times as many plays as he used to.
already referred to, the most expert micro nplst would quantity exported, amounts to nearly six and one-hatin unable t" discover.
Ills only interst In New Mex- billion pounds, and If we divide into this enormous
ItcckhssM ClinulTcur.
ico Is that "f his personal health. Not many months total the number of people In the United Stales vf get
"Hear about Stager?''
x
to
average
seventy-sicapIntending
an
per
not
consumption
"No,
territory
pounds
it,
of
he left the
what about him?"
jigo, report has
"Started out with Miss Sparker
billion pounds
return. He did rclurn, and that In a short time. The ita. The cost of this six and one-haan
for
ride. Wound up
automobile
reason, which he Is understood to have given and which of sugar to the consumer must have licen over 300 in a wedding"
always
Ills friends repeated, was that lie found he could no, million dollars, since the average wholesale price In
"I
told him that auto would
the New York markets of refined sugar has been, for get him Into trouble."
live away from this section.
cents per pound; and when to this are
Neither has he the long and Intimate familiarity the year. 4
New Problem in Kansas.
with every part of New Mexico, Its possibilities, neci ssl; added the cost of transportation to the consumer and
Why is it that a
kid can
profit
apparent
quite
the
qualify
is
of
retailer,
the
it
him
t'l
drop
a half burned match In an alley
that thn
ties and prospects, which alone could
up
ami
burn
In
all the barns
a block,
discharge the dutb-- of secretary with credit to himself cost to the consumer must have licen more than 3""
while an able bodied man has to use
Indeed, there are two million dollars during the year Just ended.
or with benefit to the territory.
up a whole box of matches to get a
One-fift- h
of this enormous total ot six and ono-ha- lf lire started In a heater that has draft
facts which show him to be the most disqualified man
billion pounds of sugar was produced at home, enough to draw all the furniture up
for 'the place that could be selected. It was he whl
stovepipe? tiuenemo
(Knn.)
was brought from our own islands, the
most strenuously and Insistently demanded the entire another
News.
from foreign countries,
abolition fit the bureau, as both useless and expensive. and the remaining three-fifth- s
No one can make a success of any enterprise In which these .statements being of course In round terms. The
Win a ITiw.
actual quantity of sugar Imported from foreign counWhat Is a Mollycoddle?
he has no conlldence and to which he Is bitterly
Mr. Webster thought he knew when
The second fact Is that his paper has done tries, including the Philippines, during the year, as
wrote one of the six best sellers of
more than all other instrumentalities In bringing dis- shown by the reports of the bureau of statistics, just he
day.
his
1
completed,
was 3,K64,fi5,66
pounds, that brought
credit on New Mexico, her people and her territorial
Possibly the definition was correct
conditions material, educational and political. In th.; from Hawaii and Porto Woo was 1,2s 1,.'1X4, '.MS when Mr. Webster wrote it.
Hut is It correct now?
of the villous ar- pounds; the quantity produced In the. United States
contest for statehood, three-fourtThe Most Anything man thinks It
guments against Jointure with New Mexico, which ap- Is estimated for the year at 1,304,600,000 pounds, and is altogether unsatisfactory,
and will
peared In the 'Arizona press, were taken from the paper the quantity exported was 25,731,407 pounds. Of the give the readers an opportunity to
present
a better one. In order to
Having so long 3,864,665.661
pounds from foreign countries,
with which Mr. Hennlng Is connected.
Interest, a prize of $100,-00- 0
pounds was from Cuba; 425,372,303 pounds stimulate
followed the disreputable occupation of crying "rotten
will be given to the man, woman,
303,4
30,122 pounds from boy or girl, who gives the best definiHuh," It Is doubtful whether he could now change his from the Dutch Hast Indies;
tune though ever so anxious, and it is certain that no jermany; 163,496,311 pounds from the West Indies, tion of a mollycoddle.
exclusive of Cuba and Porto Hlco; 173,627,104 pounds
ne would believe in the sincerity of the new song.
Trulls That Cross In the Snow.
from South Amerlcn, and 20.283,929 pounds from the
thou abreast of the stern black
Philippine Islands. The quantity contributed by our Creak rocks,
PLEASANT TRIBUTE
Islands was, from Hawaii, 852,468,867 pounds; rrom
Waves of the howling sea.
The xentleman referred to in the following article Porto Itlco, 428,916,079 pounds, and from the Phil- Where the winds surge homeless
from the New Mexican, has arrived in the city and to- ippines, 26,283,929 pounds (the latter, ligure, however,
Corn of the fretful lee.
With being Included in the Imports from foreign countries). High
day entered upon the duties of his r.ew position.
on the cliff when the roar dies
this introduction from The Citizen and the commendaaway,
More than nine-tentof the sugnr imported from
Spirit of thunder-drif- t
tion of Ihe New Mexican, the people of Albuquerque are foreign countries and all of that brought from our
dark,
that cross 011 the snowbound
requested to make his acquaintance:
own Islands was produced 'from cane, and less than Trails steppes,
"William F. Brogan, who had been for the past year
h
from beets. Of the production in the UniUfu und Its last low sirk.
and a half connected with the Dally New Mexican an ted States a little less than one-hawas from cane
dominate, desolate gray,
news editor and feature story writer, has resigned in and a little more than one-hafrom beets. i if the Solitude,
Wolf-cr- y
on the lonely air,
order to accept the position of managing editor of tlw six uml one-habillion pounds of sugar consumed in Chill on the
s
white
Albuquerque Citizen, the influential and live dally pub- the United States last year, five and one-ha- lt
billions
Drifting here and there.
lished In the Duke City, and a staunch supporter of lh was produced from cane and about one billion pounds
Mr. Hrogait Is a very young ma:i from beets. This Is In marked contrast with conditions Wind moan ami howls anon,
republican party.
a. thousand hounds at bay,
Like
for such an Important place, but the New Mexican ful'y in Kurope, where by far the larger proportion of the Sullen
of black-nigfantasies.
compebelieves that he will prove himself worthy and
Knd of the sunless day.
sugar consumed Is produced from beets.
tent and will give the citizens of Albuquerque, of BerThe quantity of beet sugar consumed in the Uni- Images staring
blind wraiths connalillo county and the large circle of readers the paper ted States varies greatly.
The quantity brought in
fused.
clean, from foreign countries (chiefly Oermany) was, in 1906,
enjoys in the territory a
Trooping abreast a lost soul.
Clown in the night to break of dawn.
enterprising and honest newspaper, something which
in round terms 375 million pounds. The quantity
d
Misshapii afar of Its goal.
certainly very greatly needed in that town. The evil
by home production is steadily Increasing, having Trails
losf or broken
across the
Albuquerque been but 185 million pounds in the year 1900 and in
Influences exercised by Macpherson's
snow,
whenever an! 1906 672 millions, having in that year for the first
Kakir Journal must be counteracted
Isanti of eternal chill.
wherever possible, and although The Citizen has Uono lime exceetled the production of cane sugar In the No lee of a berg in the stormy night.
r warmth of a cave in the hill.
much In that line already, It Is sure to do still more United States. The cane sugar produced in the UniCessle fjlen Cuchanan.
exgreat
Brogan
Mr.
has had
under the new editor.
ted States in 1900 was 390 million pounds and In 1906,
perience In all departments of the publication of a dally 600 millions. Thus beet sugar production increased 260
C U.M.N STOKMS I IIAYI0 Min
newspaper. He commenced to work In such an one at per cent from 1900 to 1906, while cane sugar producIt was plain that Pierpont Morthe early age of fourteen and has been a feature story tion Increased but 54 per cent, these figures being based gan was not in a good humor.
His face was us pleasant as that
writer, special correspondent and editorial writer on upon the latest estimates of 1906 production.
The of a man who hud
a chew of
some very big papers In Kansas City and other cltle.i. actual Increase In quantity produced In that period Welsh rarebit made taken
with vanilla Inlie is a young mun of exemplary habits, courageous was, of beet sugar 487 million pounds, and of cane stead of beer.
he had hung to a street
energetic, honest and understands his business to a
sugar 210 millions. American Sugar Industry and licet carPossibly
strup that morning. Or he muy
"He did very effective and gratifying work on the Sugar Oazette.
have been to a vaudeville show tho
Daily New Mexican in several Important capacities durnight before. Mr. Morgan made no
remarks that gave a clow to his III
ing the time he was connected with it. Personally, he
OOOQOOOOX)OOOOOOOCXXX0000X)
humor, and nobody seemed to take
made many warm friends here who regret to have him
interest in his condition to
8 enough
ONLY POSSIBLE WAY IN WHICH
leave, but rejoice at bis well deserved and speedy proquestion hini. At any rate, nobody
did question him.
That he will take well with the citizens of h's
motion.
ONE CAN BE TRUE RBPUBLICAN C "Hah! roared the great man.
new home this paper fully believes. He is a good mixer
Kvery clerk In the office Jumped.
and natural newspaper man and able writer, very clever K000X)000(XXXXXXXOOOOOOOCOQOOi
he roared.
at getting news and strong In discriminating between
Kvery
clerk In the office shook.
In the Kmporia Gazette recently William Allen
pubpublished
"Send
for
be
be
what
not
and
should
what should
Perkins!" shouted Mr.
White had some observations about party loyalty that
lished. The people of Albuquerque and The Citizen deserve to be made into a campaign document. Here Morgan.
The
olliee began to look like a
l'ubllshlng company in special, ani the people in Ne are some paragraphs from the article:
hospital for victims of Si. Vitus'
Mexico in general, are certainly to be congratulate.)
"When a man belongs to a party, that party should dance.
"Send for Perkins!"
"la
company
lie shouted
owning The Citizen
Uon the fact that the
In a measure belong to him.
The interests of the party
und retired to his private of- employed Mr. Hrogan as managing editor of the publi- should be his Interests; its failures and short comings again,
nce.
cations by it.
The grealtst possible success to the and defeats should be his, and In all earnestness and
I sat there on a bench In the genoffice, 1111 interested but fearless
IHtper and to the editor who will do his very best, Judgsincerity he should strive to help his party. A party eral
and auditor.
How angry
ing from Ills past work, his ability and experience, ! needs a man's help generally worse than the man needs spectator
Mr. Morgan grew and what demonbring uch about."
the party's help, for when a man goes wrong he and strations he made were interesting,
his friends ure the only sufferers, but when a party but not terrifying to me, us I was
In his employ, but was there-ain ten Real's, or .thereabouts, experts claim that the gets off, the whole community is the worse ftir it. It not
a reported
to
I
interview
motive power in use on aJl the important railroads in will pay a man to stick to his party us he docs to though It better, however, him.
to wait
bellc-vThey
the his family. In good fortune or In bad, not because his until the great man's anger cooled
Ibis countrty will be electricity.
Kive party will help him, but because when some vital oc- before sending in any card, and I
passing of the steam locomotive Is Inevitable.
uwult developments.
years ago, they point out, electricity wua only used for casion comes the man can help his party and thereby sat Intherea tomoment
Perkins
passed
trolleys
experinu'iitat
his
unimportant
a
few
state
overhead
and his country in a real way. No man ever through the room and entered Mr.
nnd
Morgan's
private oltice. Shortly afattempts; today, our elevated and subway trains are helped his party by deseiting and execrating it. No
MeCiea. Mellen. Hill, Hariiman
propelled by it, iind on the New York Central mole man ever made his wife more faithful by abusing her ter,
and Haer, who, although not menthan two hundred electric trains pass through its tun- on the street and going up and down the earth telling tioned by name in either the old or
new lest. mi,. in. has the divine right
The action of the Central in railroad elec- whal a hussie she is.
nels dally.
trification, it is believed, will be followed by other
"There are lmuml to be differences there an- in to bold a few miles of railroads an.4
few acres of coal land and oper
roads, and,- in comparatively few years, will make a families. itut the men aren't always righ, neither are a
ate mem wiuiout regard to the vuli
a
parties,
as
gar
.1:'
for
steam locomotive its
the
siutil
the horse
that matter.
public.
Mistakes are bound to
It was an Important conference
occur. Hut a man is stronger with his party or with
of a former age
I knew
and
it, and I waited for sevbis family it' he always stands by it. The world has
eral hours, refraining from intruduse
Tarty loyalty has been none to
mi
Sc.v
for
divorce
tionn in
for mere difference of opinion. It ing upon the great men. Cut noon
The Citizen has is not enough to be a republican on national issues ami came ami I could wait no longer, so
Mexico during the last few iiioullis.
I boldly
entered the conference.
u other things.
had much to say on that subject, and probably wi'i a freelan
As well might a husband
"licliglited to see you," said MorHut today this paper invites attention pride himself on the fact that in- is at home every gan.
have yet more.
to the article on the wuy to be a republican, by William Saturday night or payday.
It is a man's business to
"Welcome to our mid.-t:-"
cried
Allen White, of Kansas, which urlide Is reproduced In be at home with bis pally all the time. It is the lit- li.ler
you
o
"Have
winding
hcen
tle things that count. The republican party Is a good, all
the adjoining column, with the indorsement of
this time'.'" asked Hariiman.
Springs Telegraph.
clean, decent part.
Put its national victories can
"Pray he seated," said Hill.
not he accomplished without organization every month
I
"Thank you. gentlemen,"
,1
ami sat down.
r oilYi.
Probably tin- largest reward
!..i . in all lb.- four years. A county election is as Important
"Now,"
said
Morgan,
"what can I
human head is that which the dowager empress i.f - a stale clot tlt.n, ami a city election is 11 important do for you?"
Vu
Kang
Wei.
a
The
offered
for the head of
China lias
national clcctinc.
"Uentlemen," l replied, "President
'
"
'"an a in ui who slabs his party one je.ir, rejoice Hoosevelt
reward is $1KI.00U. and Mr. Kang is known as lie
Alas, fatal words, as tin- led hot
t Chinese politics. Ho is a ver emphatic io bis republicanism the next, and when lie is mi the b....ks
"meteor"
,.,y
ami actively progressive in his country's government, litUei hiui.-el- f
leinan party loyalty to bis candidacy?
may hear ignorant people and
on
New
To
be in ticcasioti.il republican Is no more being a reYork ci
lie is said to have arrived in
declare there is no such
publican than to be an occasional flirt is to be a loyal ye-iof this week
tnnig as a brain storm
Cm
A republican
man.
is a 111:111 who .stands firm; who Is koi'v'. leM,-e
W illi
l hi.-Li
'"
of 'I'll.- livening Ciii.en the nam
ki
in
lings
the party; who will vote for
l"llV
.f W. T. McCreight disappears from Die masthead of 111 hone-- t
1. nuniiean
horn slly nominated.
The man
I on in I ut laist.
Hit- - paper tis business manager.
who goes liitoiinh the ticket with a fine tooth comb
II - well known
A
Harmon, of Llzemore. We-- t
ills friends in this city- - and the term includes alime'. looking f.e h s own little sulk and his own small Va , ays; "At last I have found the
pill that never disappoints
every man. woman and child lien that almost con- quainls has 10 right to demand party loyalty of oth- perfect
me; and for the benefit of oth'-rtinuously from the beginning f last December. Mr. ers w hen h
Ids friends at e
ininner in tl
altlicted with typhoid
liver and
McCreight has been a very sick man. that he is now in vention.
chronic constipation, will say: take
u hospital ut Chicago, and that his early return to hi
"Why not foifctl tin little things of yesterday and lr- King's New Ufe Pills." Guar-antee- d
satisfactory.
25c at all
He has be a republican today V" Colorado Springs Telegraph.
Imiiie ui'd business Is by no means promising.
tioen a resident
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To make room for another
car, we will sell all of our
Silver Acorn Ranges for
6-ho-

$40.00
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NET CASH

F. H. STRONG
Strong Block

Furniture
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The Automatic

AUTOMATIC

s

.ESDI
Constrncted on Scientific

Principles.

CALL AND SEE THEM

Mcintosh hardware co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mr. Renter
are you looking for a favorable
opportunity to

CLEO KACKTjEY'
EXPERT TAILOR,

snow-flake-

CLEANER,

PRESSER

110 West Gold

OWN YOUR HOME?

a-f-

first-clas-

s,

down nnd $20 monthly
payment will buy you a
house with bath.

$300

VICTOR

EDISON

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

!

sup-idle-

REALTY

CO.,

'What is Home Without a Graphophone

Room 9, N. T. Armijo Building

BOUGHT, SOLO

TICKETS

R.R

AND

1

EXCHANGED

Mttoelatlon Offlct
Tr&osmellont

24 South Second

RECORDS

STEP IN

Guarmatfo

ROSENFIEID'S,

118 W.

R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
I

Dearer To

f There k AnlRin

AT TMK
DANCING.SCH00L

COLOMBO HALL

Ladies Free

50c

Admission

!"

c

uini-nia-

l

.
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0111-id-

-

,

i

Wed-iii-sda- y

is.-n-
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s
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iSKKKINfJ PIIOCE

OF LAND

IJVKK CAMPLAIX.
N. Y.. March 27. The

fXDKH

I'lattsburtr.
a large piece of
land under water In Lake Champlaln
at thin city, has been revived, and
!t i.s more than likely that it will go
throiiKli thin time.
The grab was
turned down, or rather paused along,
by the mate land board lat December. The new board took the matter
up, and appointed a committee, contesting of Attorney General Jackson,
State Knglneer Skene and State
Treasurer Hauaer to look into the
matter. The committee has, it is
said, concludea to make a favorable
report on the application at a meeting held today. It Is ftald that since
the new board took hold of the matter the pulp company hus abandoned its opposition to the application.
However, there are others lnterexted
In the matter, and a lively tight is
expected before the board before its
linal decixion Is rendered.
obi whenie to secure

Healer

VfSfegsJSc.

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

Phone 98

KJIt
1'ii 1.1 1'I'I X E l'Altl.I A M KX T

KI.KCTION

11KI.I

1

Waxhington, It. C., March 2 7.
The 1'hilippiiie census was issued
March i'7. 1H05, and consequently today is the day for the Philippine
commission to cull a general election
for the choice of delegates to what
will be known us the Philippine
This body Is to take over all
legislative power heretofore exercised
by the Philippine commission In all
that part of the ai'bipelago not Inhabited by MoroH or
As the day drew near the
irib.s.
Philippine people showed sli?ns of
agitation, and to the officials It was
evident that the islanders are expecthii-ing benefits
cannot at .nice be
realized.

lIMIUI.II Smi:hix
1(1.
III

COAL
aMMMBal

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
W.M
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
PER TON
M-5-

WOOD
AaanMonHHnnaHMB

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
92.25 AND I2.7B
FOR

W Alt
l
ITS I'M).
Washington,
7.
Juan
March
'reel. Mexican
ambassador,
tod.y
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
report
'oniirnied the
that Salvador
has expressed a desire for the peace
"f Central America, and is anxious to
bae Mexico exert Its good influence
in ending the war Involving Salvador.
Honduras and Nicaragua.
This Is
regarded as all Indication that the
war is practicalaly
ended, because
Honduras Is not strong enough lo
co.linue It single handed.
The Hagy Scenic a
n at
Salt l4iLe City ami llctuni (31. OS.
the Casino tonight pre
best
March 30 to April 2. Limit sixty
moving pictures in lh
days.
Nelson light, and con
lloiml Dubjects. They
Mexico City anil Itcturn $40. 25.
bright, titeady and I
See April 2i to May IS. Limit July 11.
them.
T. K. I'L'ltDY, Agent.

John

S.

SH

ir

Beaven

DOM

IIT

In

lleyun.l

woitrn (iiii
tiikTO'
n.

Hut we kmiiv th it th

people who inhabit ihia part of it will
add to their health, length of lif and
happiness If they cat Hailing' liivad.
Same thing true of our rolls, pies and
other pastry. Sure you liuve the
name?

PIONEER BAKERY,
'07 South ririt Street
--

vvv:a hot ciiocolatk
Mtl tJ STORE.

TOX'S

ru!u

VI..

If you want
in uiiTertiilui..
trv an Evening Citizen want ad.
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IKE FIRST GUN FIRED

IN

FRUIT KILLED IN PECOS UNITED

President-Committe-

In

-

Hon. Solomon Luna,
O. A. Matson.
Treasurer M. W. Flournoy.

f

i

With the above ofncers and one yet
to be elected, rests, to a large extent,
terthe destiny of the twenty-sevent- h
ritorial fair. This wan the decree of
held
a mass meeting of business men very
over Zclger's Cafe last nlRht, and
meetings
several
other
much unlike
which have been held for the same
purpose as this one In pat years,
when the offices were to be rilled, the
meeting last night transacted the
buslnenft In hand without friction and
with dispatch.
In the absence oT the rnalrman of
the fair association. Vice President O.
N. Marron presided over the committee. A steering committee composed of I. K. McCannu, Attorney
ami several others, who
Kellx Iesti-had been appointed at a previous
meeting to line up possible candidates, proceeded to carry out a prearranged program. Mr. Iester offered the nomination of Mr. Luna,
after a brief but very complimentary
speech to Mr. Lunu referring to his
past services, and the nomination
tarried by acclamation. The names
lAie
of I. H. Ttosenwalil and John
Clarke, and O. A. Matsou were nomisecretary,
Mr.
Matson
for
nated
being selected. Mr. Clarke and
Mr. KoMenwald were both present mil
each declined the honor offered. Mr
Matson was not present, and could
not decline, but it is understood today
that he has refused to accept.
Mr. t'lerke was also ottered the
position of manager, and refused to
accept, stating that owing to business
reasons he was not in a position to
accept any duties that he could not
give proper attention, and he did not
think that he could nive the required attention.
was then elected
Mr Flournoy
treasurer by a unanimous vote of the
meeting.
The election of a manager was left
until the ncut meeting and In the
meanwhile a committee, composed of
Felix Ivester, Maynard fJunsul, O. A.
Matson, 1). 8. Rosenwald and O. N.
Marron was selected to look around
for a manager.
It Js quite evident from the disposition shown at the meeting last night
that the business Interests of the city
are going to pull together to make
the next fair equally as good if not
better than that of last year.
r

tin-al- ly

. !,!. GIBSON HELD

$10,000

OF R. R. RATES

BONDS

KlIJiKI) l'KAXK WAT-KIN- S
IN JOWF.It ANIMAS TO
AWAIT ACTION OF ilt M
JURY.

MAN WHO

Willima M. tjlbson and John Inof the
gram were before Justice
Peace William H. Newcomb at Silver
City hist week, charged with the murder of Frank Watkins in the lower
Animas valley. The preliminary hearing occupied parts of two days and
resulted lu the holding of Gibson under $10,590 bond to await the action
jury In September,
of the grand
Though an imposing array of counsel
appeared on both sides the defense
took no active part In the proceedings
and the witnesses, Messrs. Miller Cox,
Good and Stldham were all called In
behalf of the territory. The testimony
went to show that there had been bad
blood between Gibson and Watkins
for Rome time previous to the tragedy
and that a fatal ending of the trouble
was not unexpected to those conversant with the circumstances. Gibson,
claims that the
it Is understood,
shooting of Watkins was In
a statement whfch gains credence from the fact that Gibson to this
day bears indisputable marks of the
struggle In which he claims to have
been engaged at the time the deed
was committed.

Panhandle.
r

!

i"

Carlsbad, N. M. March 27. According to various reports that have
come In from the Hope country, all
the peach crop has been killed and
nearly all the apples in the Hope
Hope Is much higher
community.
than Carlsbad, and has supplied this
market with fruit the ost three or
four seasons.
Only
of an inch of rain
Carlsbad
has fallen in or around
since last November, and farmers are
getting very anxious to see water
running in the big ditch.
Passengers conUng from north of
here, report that it looks like a dry
year is going to visit the panhandle
country. No rain ami farmers are
Those
unable to do any plowing.
who hal plowed failed to harrow, and
the land Is in very bad shaie, turned
up In tremendous clods as hard as
bricks. Many are already predicting
a dry year, and much suffering In the
unirriKated regions, north of the valone-ten-

th

ley.

It. M. Fessenden. niaiiHcr of the
Public Utilities company, is very low
with typhoid fever.
ContrucLs arc being made with
of the Pecos Water I'xcrs'
association for water this year from
system at $12", an
Irrigation
the
acre.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

gigantic rig sale

YEARS AGO

Paso Can.

i
In its report, submitted to Judge
Abbott yesterday, and which was its
final one just before being dismissed
for the present term of the United
States grand Jury, said:
"We have been In session
since
March 6, with the exception of one
Saturday. We have examined thirty-si- x
witnesses, involving eleven cases
and have returned nine Indictments.
The other cases did not warrant the
finding of indictments and we have
ignored the charges. The parties not
having been in custody, "no bills"
were not returned.
"We wish to thank the officers of
the court for their courteous treatment shown us, and we congratulate
the people of the Second Judicial district upon the small amount of criminal offense In this district."
The cases in which true bills were
found are said to be of a highly sensational nature and that the persons
Involved are among the most prominent in the territory, but as they
are not in custody, the names nave
not been given out.
('licit Stati-- s Petit .lnrv.
The following is a list of the t'nlted
States petit jury:
Abel Otero, Jesus Trujillo y Miera.
Louis Mnldonndo, T. A. Lucero, J. l.
Knunons, Unman Montuno, James
Doolittle, A. W. Tbornes. Jose Tapla,
lienjaniin Lucero, Francisco Lucero,
liejuio Limn, C. A. Hudson. Mike
Mandell. Jose Casados, Mavnnrd Gun-su- l,
M. O Donald, Manuel Trujillo. O.
A. Matsou, Frai. cisco Lucero. Arno
Huning. Joe Orlcgo. Felipe Selillo,
Andres Garcia
Garcia.

W. It, I'.rown, district freight ami
passenger agent for the Santa Fc,
with headquarters at El Paso, was
the principal speaker before the re- tall merchants meeting last nlsht.
The merchants wanted to know why
coui.l receive
r.l Paso merchants
goods from the east at from 40 to
5 per cent less freight rate than can
the merchants In Albuquerque. Mr.
lirown's answer to this question was
that the Santa Fe has many roads to
compete with at El Paso, whll It has
none here. He stated that the mer
chants In the latter city, when they
wanted to make shipments out of the
town, were charged more than are
Albuquerque merchants, and In this
way the proposition Is about evenly
divided. Mr. Ilrown pointed out the
fact that Denver merchants
could
ship Into this city cheaper than can
those In Kl I'aso, notwithstanding the
fact that the latter city Is but half
the distance.
After listening to Mr. ltrown's ex
planation n member of the Albu- liierque Merchants shipping rate ex
change made the following statement:
"Mr. ltrown's stand from the rail
road side was well t:iken and satis
factory to the merchants, but as t lie
matter stands we can show the rail
road company where we are not fairly used. However, it Is believed that
the railroad company will meet our
demands. This subject will he taken
up later and we will show the railroad
company ss here the rates into Albu
querque are very much to our detriment."

L

119
Hi
113

.33
87
68
59
95
49
166
32
13
22
115
72
20
54
116

TO MAY

ON

The attention of all boosters in the
city of Albuquerque, both organised
and unorganised. Is called to the annual Arbor day which, under the
governor's
proclamation,
falls on
Friday of this week. This day ts on
enthusiastically
which should be most
observed In Albuquerque, and Its passage should be celebrated everywhere
throughout the city by the planting of
trees. So far as lies within their
power each Individual, society and
family should make It a point to secure one or more trees and to plant
them In or about their homes on Friday. These can be had at trifling expense from either Mr. Alger or Mr.
A. M. Whltcomb or from any other
tree man In the city.
It is not generally known that 16
years ngo this city was almost treeless, there being at that time but five
trees grossing within the present city
limits. In April. lxs:t. the subject of
tree planting was agitated and a general movement organized, which was
farthered by the Volunteer Fire department.
on a certain day the department
gave n. parade. In which the entire
people Joined, following the same
I with a general
tree planting crusade.
The big trees on Kailroad avenue and
ii ion ml Kohlnsoii park are the result
Much has been
of that movement..
heard here of boosting lately. From
the above it is evident that the cry
is not n new one.
the Itoosters
of linii emulate the spirit of n quar-- ,
ter of a century ago, and contrlbuto
their share toward I ho hcautificatlon
and adornment of this, the most pro.
gresslve city of the southwest.

11

Changes Will Also Be Made Special Tax Levy May be
In the Poling
Necessary to Provide
Flood Protection.
Places.

4
U

For the reason that the city tax
turns will not all be In before May
1st, the city council has decided to
postpone the special city nuildlng
bonds election from April 16th, the
first date set, until May 4. l!y that
time a complete list of the taxpayers
of the city will be obtainable, and this
Is very necessary as only taxpayers
will be eligible to vote. At a meeting to be held next Monday night,
the council will take the necessary
steps to make the new date selected
legal. A new ordinance will be drafted and a new proclamation issued,
and published In The Evening Citizen.
Some changes In the location of
the poles will ulso be made.
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199Vi
19
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128
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33
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TWO CARPENTERS
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DISTRICT COURT

New
6.30,
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Metal Market.
ik. March 27.
copper Unsettled

No pure
cough
rui
laws would be needed. If all cough
cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure is and has been for 20 years.
The national law now requires that If
any poisons enter Into a cough mixture, It must be printed on the label
or package. For this reason mothers,
and others, should Insist on having
Lr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. Shoop's labels and
none in the medicine, else It must by
law be on the label. And It's not only
safe, but it is said to be by those that
know it best, a truly remarkable
cough remedy. Tuke no chance, particularly with your children. Insist on
bavins Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
with others and see No poison marks
there. You can always be on the safe
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
Simply
to accept any
Cure.
other. Sold by all druggists.

The News

1.

lull.

id
2

4

Wool Marvel.
St.
St. Louis, March 7 Wo.il Me..
case of Goldsmith Hrothers, of
hai.ge.l
u;k
Glo-nil
&
Angeles, versus is.ichechl
lis occupied
the entire forenoon sesSpelter Market.
sion of the court and the case was
I. i.l
St. Iouis. March
still being argued at 3 u'cliuk this $6.75.
.ifternoon.
The suit Is one on open account for
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
tK40 for the alleged sale of HiiUors to
tie defendants. The defendants, howKENT Five-roomodern
ever, contend that the liquor was not Foil
home, furnished; will rent for the
Charles
el l to them, but to one
year;
plenty
summer or lease fur a
lltlsili. Attorneys Marron and Chil-4- :
of shade and fruit trees: good lors are defending tin? case, while
M.
Realty
'o.
John
cation.
Moore
attorney liobson is representing the
To Chicken Femers.
Mausurd's Mills are selling good
Versus
The case of Teotillo Haca
per 100 lbs.
K lii.irdo Chaves, Involving the sale of wheat at $140
a number of sheep, was settled late
IHtY work oon's havt
Tuesday afternoon, the court finding to Our ItOl Gll over.
Imperial Laun
be washed
damages to the amount of $lu foi
dry Co.
the plaintiff.
Tin-

--

I

ALBERT FABER'Q
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

An important

meeting of the

coun-

will be held at the
court house next Monday morning.
Hills will be audited and ordered paid
ami people holding bills against the
county will do well to get them In.
The mutter of dykes svlll also be taken up. The commissioners had hoped
that possibly the legislature would
come to the aid of Hernulillo county
in the matter of furnishing protection
against floods from the liver, but as
It did not, the county must nosv take
It upon itself to provide protection.
An extra tax levy will probably be
made for the purpose.
ty commissioners

.

. Staab Building

J. A. K REMIS

D131U!(!1T
PATENTS,

DRUGS,

It

CONFECTIONERY,

STATIONERY

323 South Second Street

j

NOTICF.

IS

HF.nF.HY

appointed by the court on November
ii, 191)11.
ti sell certain property
hereinafter described. In a cause
numbered 7243, Olstrlct Court of
county. Territory
of New
Mexico, In which M.
W. Flournoy
and Clara Tascber svere plaintiffs and
Henry J. Farmer and Zena Farmer,
ll at
his wife, were defendants, will
public miction to the highest and best
bidder for cash, at the hour of 10
o'clock, In the forenoon on Thursday
the Zfith day of April, 1907, nt the
front door of the postofllce In the city
or Albuquerque, territory aforesaid
the following described property to.
wit: Lots live (5) and six (6). of
(29), Hunlng's
block twenty-nin- e
Highland addition to the city of Albuquerque, as the same Is known and
designated on a plat of said addition
made by Otto Dleckman, and filed In
the office of the probate clerk nnd ex- oftlclo recorder of Iternallllo county.
Sabl sale Is to satisfy a Judgment of
said plaintiffs of foreclosure against
said defendants In a sum Including
Interest and costs to tho date of sale
to the sum of $2,170.80. Said sale Is
made subject to a deed of trust to
Samuel Plckard made February 6th
1908, for three hundred dollars, and
also to a deed of trust to M. w,
Flournoy made March 24th, 1900, for
eighteen hundred dollars, and to me
chanlcs
now
liens
outstanding
ninoiinting to 12,200.00.

Fit AN K

H. ANDRUS
Reliable Watchmaker

N".

CIVKN

that the undersigned, special master

The Old

and Jeweler

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.
Inspector A. T. & S. F. K. R.
1 10 West Gold

Watch

Ave.

Chas. L. Keppeler
1) K

A

L.

KR I N

AWNINGS
317 and 319 South Second Street I

H. MOOIIK,

Special Master,

Mrs. Ida Yates.
Mrs. Ida, wife of William S. Yates,
a fireman on the Santa Fe, died at
her home on South Hroadway this
morning. Mr. Yates moved his family to this place from Hendley, Neb.,

about two years ago for the benefit
of ilw. Yate's health.
The remains
are now at the Strong undertaking
parlors and will be shipped to Hendley for burial. The husband and two
mil
children survive.

I

Where to Dine Well

Oc SAVED

ON ONLY

90c

Santa Fe Restaurant

INVESTED

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hour. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobster
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

ALL THIS WEEK

Ileniiy.
John Kenny, aged f0 years, died at

o'clock last night at the county
where he had been working.
Kenny had been around the Jail for
a long time and was well liked by all
who knesv him. The remains are
now at the Adams undertaking parlors, and it is probable the funeral
svlll be held
Wednesday morning.
Nothing In known of the man's relatives but he will be Interred in Fair-viecemetery.
11

20 bars Sunny Monday Soap
IO

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Nutreto
the Twentieth Century Food
Drink.

.

The telephone make the
.duties lighter, the care leoa
and the worries fewer.

Nutol
the All Vegetable Oil for

1st.

n
At Casino tonight,
light and comedy moving pictures.

CASH
COMPANY.

AI.IU-QFKUQC-

315

Gans-Nelso-

ks

Sii'imtIIm" for The I'venlng Cltlien.

and protect

DOXT DKOP
into the fallacy that all rrocerl
ure
alike. There are as many different
kinds as there are days In the year.
SOME GIIOCEIUE8
have fine labels to recommend taew
and nothing else. The kind we handle
will give aatlsf action on the table
asd
In the eating.
We don't take the labels for our standard. We want
know the character of the contentto
f every jackage.

HOUSE

The Champion Grocery Co.

Monday Night, April 1st

il.C4

I'tVler auspices of the Woman's Club.

Juvenile Minstrels
14

30

Little Ones in Black Face

In White Chorus

Comical Jokes
Latest Coon Songs
Fancy and Clog Dancing
Olio of Bright and Clever Specialties
Pretty Girls, Pretty Costumes

THE

ffcr

IT

FRENCH BAKERY
jlm

i

m

1

aa

ALWAi

aii r ntin1lAil T
j sbb
. saw a

PNOTCCTID

U.

ft

am

a

BY

S. PATENT.

C.

M

13ALDRIDGE

OmALCH IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
9

SIIERW1N-WII.LIAM-

PAINT

3

Covers more,

the longest, most sconomlcal; full measure.

BUILDING

KKB OUU NEW liKICK HUII.DINU

VT

YOUR GROCER HAS

s.

etit-iiKt-

St.

f

.1.
iiiiis as strong as an ordinary door .it prices that defy
astern-niail- e
doors In both
and price. Window
screens that lire as strong as ;i door nt 7 cents per foot at the

MATTEUCCI BHOS.
W. Tijeran Are.
PhoiM

NEVER STOLE!
BR E AD Oft

PO000wOCCCCwOC0wwwO
Jjour

IS YOUn HOJfft

OltO-Ck'H- Y

Marble Ave. I'hone, 206
HOMK0 H. WAmO, Mgr.

ELK'S OPERA

your hornet

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

o

Albuquerque's prettiest and mod
talented young ladies will appear in
xong and dance specialties at the
Juvenile Minstrels, Monday,
April

The
telephone
preae
your health, prolong yomr

ELS A TELEPHONE

YOU

Cooking.

Life of cowboy, comedy and fight
pictures at Casino tonight.

Proprietor

45C

Just receivciifromGirard, Kan.

w

Mary llcndcr.
Miss Mary Hender died at her
rooms on the Highlands at 4 o'clock
this morning. The remains are now
at the ltordcrs undertaking parlors
and will be shipped to El Paso. III.,
the late home, tomorrow morning.

liars for

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

for 90c

Jail,

,

U r i d e r Ht v jy Hotel

John

--

BERNALILLO

Come Early
AND GET FIRST CHOICE

ARE

Summary of Conditions.
New York, March 27. American
SAVED BY ONE
stocks In London strong, half lo one
and a half points above parity.
Two failures In London, both un- '
Important.
Western situation getting serious
and roads refuse to make further
concessions.
borrowing demand for
Strong
stocks In loan crowd but United
.(Ymt'ticd From Page one.)
States Steel and other stocks returned !
In quantity.
Kxpected further gold engagements left hand, cutting assay two fingers
will be made in London next week and mutilating my hand terribly.
I
or was so frightened that 1 did not feel
Hank
without opposition from
England.
1
working
began
slowly
pain.
the
along the side of the boat, hand over
Kansas City Livestock.
hand, and finally reached the prow.
Kansas City, March 27. Cattle re- Like a flash the water swept ine
ceipts, 8,000, including 600 southerns. away.
"I drifted down the river calling
Market ten cents higher. Southern
cows for assistance and sank several times.
steers $3.80i5.25; southern
stockers and feeders Finally my foot struck a big rock
2.75 W3.75:
I $3.604iG.OO; bulls $3.00
4.25 ; calves which allowed me to get my head up
$4.007.00; western fed steers Jf.uu high enough to breath for an Instant.
when
THEATRICAL MANAGER
'it 5.75; western fed cows J3.00 4ii4.50. I was Just about to despair
Sheep receipts 6000. market strong. Frank Montoya, an Indian, plunged
Muttons $5.254i6.00; lambs $7.25i Into the river, reached me and drew
me to the shore. I was very ill from
LEAKE DISAPPEARS 7.80; range wethers $5.40'i 6.6f: fed swallowing
water and sand and still
ewes $5.00 (fr 5.65.
cough up sand. It was a close call
and I have done mly last boating on
Omaha livestock.
The usual program of suicide and
Omaha. March 27. Cattle receipts the Klo Grande."
in10
cents
Is
Market active to
S.500.
murder in the city of El Paso
terrupted this week through an event higher. Western steers $3.25 6.25;
DO
BOYS
which gives variety to the news from Texas steers $3.00 4ji 4.40 ; cows and BAND
that interesting center. This time the heifers $2.25 4.26; canners $2.00
only.
3.00; stockers and
feeders $3.00ri
case is one of disappearance
Frank Leake, the popular and enter- 5.00; calves $3.00.r6.50; bulls $2. SO
prising theatrical manager, who has 4 ()4.40.
Sheep receipts 8,000. Market 10c
furnished the Texas city with much
of its amusement for the past two higher Yearlings $6.00 6.66; wethyears, has left town and in the going ers $5. 4046.25; ewes $5.005.75;
The boys of the Juvenile band
are rehearsing twice weekly at the
he failed to "even say good bye." lambs 17.00 7.85.
With Mr. Leake when he departed
band hall on Gold avenue and behind
Chicago Livestock.
were his little daughter, his trunks
closed doors. Great interest is being
Chicago, March 27. Cattle receipts taken by the boys and they are pro
and the receipts of the "Texas Street
$400, 13,000, ten cents higher. Iteeves $4.10 gressing finely and will show the till
Grand Theater," also ;ibout
heifers sens In a few weeks what can be ac
which he borrowed from his son )6.75: cows $1.70ii4.80;
Harry, who still remains in El Paso. $2.70'(i 6.35; calves $5.0005.70; good compllshed in the ssay of learning
poor
to band music.
The disappearance Is accepted on the to prime steers $5.406.75;
part of the general public with sur- mediums $4.10&5.35.
night the band marched up
13,000,
Market to Iist
prise and on the part of the employes
Sheep receipts
the highlands with the step and
of the Grand, and the stock company strong. Sheep $4.10i6.50: yearlings procession
of veterans and serenaded
at present under engagement there, SH.SSW7.s0; lambs $6.00f 8.00; west- Mr. and Mrs.
Joe. Scotti. After play
with genuine grief, the salaries of ern $6.00 'ii)8.05.
lug
several
selections on the lawn the
the latter being due, and the Ghost
band was Invited Into the parlor
being absent.
Produce Market.
where the boys patron, Mrs. Scotti,
Chicago, March 27. Closing isol- served
Since his departure nothing whata little spread which was
ever has been heard of the wandering ations:
greatly appreciated, as was a solo by
; July
7
5
77
manager and in his absence his
May
i
V
Wheat
their teacher, Mr. Lllls. A very pleas
May 46'u: July 457a-oatbondsmen have, much to their disCorn
ant evening was passed.
July
May
like, been obliged to tnke charge of
bis affairs. Just what will be done
Pork May $16.27; July $16.25.
Go! Everyone goes to the Casino
with the theater and what arrangeLard May $8.90; July $.0H'. tonight
to see the famous Gans-Ne- lments made regarding his affairs is 9.0 2
tight, the talk of the country. See
son
.
at present a matter of conjecture, but
liilis May $s.T0, July $S.7'-for voursell the disputed fowl blow.
the belief that he lias permanently
The pictures are perfect. Special senMoney Market.
disappeared from theat ileal circles In
New York. March 27. Mom y on sational and comedy subjects are also
this region Is rapidly crystaliziug into
per cent; prime on the program. Admission 35 and
ion vict ion.
call easier, 3'5
per eent; liar 50 cents. Children 2j cents.
mercantile paper li 'd S
;

PRICES.

'

Hcr-nalll- lo

',4

12114
36

BILLS

PAY

TION IS CHANGED

$9.46

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Xm 'Iters ...
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
American Locomotive
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Itapld Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
File com
1ouiHvllle and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
National Lead
New York Central
Northern Pacltlc
Ontario ami AVestern
Pennsylvania
Heading com
Kock Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway
Cnlon Pacific
IT. S. 8. com
V. S. S. pfd
Gt. No. ore. Otfs
Greene Con
Shannon
Calumet and Arizona
Old Dominion
Copper Itange
North Butte
Kutte Coal
Santa Fe

hHht

We just closed a deal for a large shipment of rugs which was shipped to
Las Vegas, but not delivered there.
We bought these goods at our own
figures and shall place the lot on sale
Monday morning at FACTORY

--

May cotton

42;

WERE

Boosters: Everybody Should
Plant a Tree Next
Friday.

Sensational.

DATE OF SPECIAL ELEC-

?'cv York Stocks,

THE TREES

25

--

e

President
Secretary

IN

TO HOW

Much of It Has Suffered up Nine True Bills Are Returned. Denver Can Ship to Albuquer
que Cheaper Than El
Some of Them Highly
Around Hope No Rain

Re-Elect-

Looking For Manager.
T
T

EXPLAINS

TAGE FlVaV

PLANTED IN THIS CITY

COLD

FAIRJOOM
Hon. Solomon Luna

GRAND BROWN

CITIZEN.

JURY MAKES FINAL

VALLEY BY THE

27TH TERRITORIAL

STATES

EVENING

Always In stock.
Master,
Bash, Doors, Etc.
AND COAL AVE. ALllty VKItQl

PAPER

Paint. Glass,
FIRST STREET

looks

beet, wears

I.line. Cement.
!.

XBW

WEI.

AlJifQUl-nQL-

Y LI LI N I,

W

1

ION T

F

COM

01

IS AGAINST

ADVERTISED

FORSALE

ABE

BEEF

UVOIXG

15

mnkkiv. Mi:t ii

he keeps a winning spirit In Ills
MAKE
GOOD THIS SEASON team.
At Oalvestnn he has made
his presence felt. His biggest bunch
of trouble right now Is the future
MUST THESE THREE BASE of Jake Stahl, who balks nt plnylnj
with the leani lie once managed.

IS OFF 5 TO

RUEF

CITIZEN.

BALL

SltlllTIMI

MANAGERS

m

Francisco. March .'7. Away
Kllxaheth Maijle. tinfrom the lime-ligh- t
behind the dark
young wonum wtui a few months ened screen or a managing
editor's
afro, ptartlcd thr whole country by oiliee. "the man behind" In the gioffering
for Kale In order gantic
booilllng
expose nC
that nhe mluht rsrnpe the il niilirtry SehmlU administration now In the
of typewriting ;ml be happy, .is now progress of its unfolding. has the
reIn Washington, uhere she continues mained in the background since the
to advocate sonic of her iucer
very beginning ot the battle against
with reRHrd to life. IncidentalAbraham Kuef and his in.tiitous
ly, Miss Maple Is writing a hook gang.
Which she herself declares will be
Unique and entirely different from
the usual novel that ilea Is with
matters.
In a. recent Interview this remark-Abl- e
young woman caused Washington people to take notice by asserting that the Ideal married relation
was one where the wife was compelled to .see In r husband but mice
"Any woman could
tn three days.
tolerate a man once or twice a week,"
tHervcs Miss Magic. "Matrimony Is
m lH'cullar trait.
Sometimes I believe it lo be a germ, and then, again,
1 Imagine it to be a disease.
What
is love? Nobody knows."
Kvidently if Miss Magic is writing
book along these lines she is open111 I
ing up a field that may prove Interesting and instructive
If
she can
write as eiitertainly as she talks.
At I he time of her advertisement
which she says was meant as an offer of marriage and nothing else
this young woman received a number of offers, some of them flattering to her vanity and some of them
One,
anything but pleasant.
she
ays, came from a dime museum
manager who offended her pride by
offering her $ 1 0 a week to sit on
i stage and merely permit people to
look at her.
One of her most Mattering propo"The man behind" is Mr. Fremont
sitions came from Upton Sinclair, Older,
managing editor of the Bullethe author and reformer. He seem- tin of this
city.
ed. Miss Magic said, to understand
II
been his light, a battle of
has
the meaning of her advertisement. five long years,
unaided for the betHe sent her a check and told her
portion of the time except by th-- :
to meet him in New York, explain- ter
jf
his reportorial staff. His
ing that probably he might give her members
fondest hopes are now being realsome writing to do. Since then Miss ized.
Magle has met Mr. Sinclair and dePrimarily, it was a war waged on
clares him to be the most charming Iiuef.
when Mayor SchmJ'z
man she ever knew. MIbs Magle will came out liut
the open, declared Kuef
remain in Washington until after her his friend In
and
asserted that he would
book appears. Then she proposes to always stick steadfast
to him, then
turn her attention to Action, believ- Older's
battle
became
ing that she is competent to accom- Sohmitz administration.one against the
plish something in that line out of
Mayor Schmitz was elected
the usual run of literature or this forWhen
the first time In 102 older sent
class.
the following message to him by a
reporter of the paper:
Itullctlns on Chickens.
Muyor Sclimttz: You are the only
The agricultural
department of union
labor mayor in America. You
the government, which Is endeavor- run give
tills city the best governing to make itself absolutely essen- ment
liuil.
To do Mils you
tial to the rural portion of the cannot itticever
with Abralutm Kuef. 1
American nation, has Just turned out know tluit up
lie Ls venal, and that once
m. very neat bulletin under the popuin his Kiwcr lie will make you u
lar title of ''Standard Varieties of llilcf.
Act
accordingly.
Chickens."
This pamphlet Is to be
Your friend,
illustrated handsomely and if there
1'ltKMOXT OlillKli,
is anything about the chicken this
The reporter brought back the
wonderful little government publicareply from the chief execution doe's not contain It will not be
the fault of the "Chicken Editor" of tive:
I
rcniont Older: While I appreciA companion pubthe department.
lication now in course of preparation ate thoroughly I he advice you Iiave
so generously given me, I have alwill be known as "Poultry Management." which will be conllned entire- ready decided upon tin? course I inly to the chicken industry.
Mr. Kuef is my
In this tend to pursue.
bulletin the methods and appliances friend, and to my friends I am always
loyal
and
steadfast.
of the industry have been brought
Your very truly,
ilumi to date and several of the sysKlUKXK K. St llMllV..
tems in use in eastern poultry farms
.are described and their appliances
That was the beginning.
.and houses illustrated.
or
At the second election in
Klther
litol
both of these bulletins con be hud of Schniltz and the ltuef machine carthe agricultural department
ami ried everything, and the season of
there is every indication that the de- graft really began.
Fremont Older,
mand for them will be unusually knowing that there was stealing goreat.
ing on light and left, could not uncover the big game.
Through his
Toolfor
paper he uncovered the Chinatown
Few persons have any conception gambling graft, and, although having
of the enormous number of "tools" to deal with a hostile board of po-- (
it requires to keep the army of gov- lice commissioners, compelled Chief
ernment clerks here In Washington Wlttmun to resign.
It was proven,
jcoing.
There would not be much although not conclusively from a
copying or other clerical work acstandpoint, that ltuef was
complished without paper, pens, penfor this corruption, but he
cils, inks, etc., and the supplies of was not Indicted.
4hl sort run up into the millions of
When the French restaurant deal
Items each year. During the past was pulled off Older played his bis
fiscal year the nine departments of card. Police Commissioner
Keagau,
the government used 1.1 117.442 lead and obtained enough legal evidence
pencils, and 6S.676,1!KS
of to indict Kuef and Schmltz.
sheets
paper, letter size. The government
It was Older, at an Impromptu
likewise purchased and distributed gathering at the Hohemian club, who
!!;'),-000
4.371,840 pen points, more than
suggested the raising of a private
pen holders, 8.358 gallons
of fund for the prosecution, and at that
paste, 76,00 pints tit black Ink,
meeting itudolpll Spreckles guaranpints or red Ink, 167,001,724 pins teed his share of $100,000 and threw
and ZO.836.OHij bands with red tape himself body and .soul Into the tight
In corresponding profusion.
for purity.
are purchased
These appliances
Older has done much for San
independently by the different de- Francisco.
He Is proving daily that
partments and the cost f the vari- Kuef was what
he
him to
ous articles differ according to the be a thief and thatclaimed
the boss made
department in which they are used. Rugene E. Schmltz a thief
like
unto
This is due to the different ways of himself, and so bearing out older's
making the purchases and difference message
to the chief executive over
Ln t'ontractors.
The difference in live years ago.
In some of these
ost is so
marked
been the work of "the
Such
has
iiajy- - supplies 'that certain
i
man behind."
especially members of the
keep commission a body that has
Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
(been ilnventlgatjng the methods of by local
as they cannot
business of the various departments, reach the applications,
diseased portion of the ear.
recomuiendud
that all government There Is only on way to cure deafness,
supplies be purchased by a bureau and that la by constitutional remedies.
ls caused by an lntlamed condiestablished for that purpose under Ueafnrss
of the mucous lining of the Eusthe department of commerce and tion
Tube.
When this tube ls lnnamtachian
labor. The house of representatives ed you have a rumbling
sound or ImperIn the sundry civil bill provided that fect heurtng, and when it Is entirely
this should be done, but the senate closed. Deafness ls the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
struck it out and the senate ulti- and
this tube restored to Its normal conTaking sup- dition,
mately hail its way.
hearing will b destroyed forever;
plies of all kinds, Including mine nine cases
out ot ten are
by
furniture and things of that sort, had Catarrh, which la nothing but caused
an lnnamHits proposition been enacted into ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
law It would have resulted in a sav- any
of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
ing to the government of upwaids f that case
cannot b cured by Halls Catarrh
annually
a million dollars
Cure, Send for circulars free.
F. J. CitfcNKY & CO.. Props.
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take llali s family Pills for
Malt is the body in beer.
4 e
Pabst Eight-Da- y
Malting
"That's a line looking horse I saw
u driving the other day."
Profess makes perfect beer,
"There's no doubt about that.'
bcause
convert! every
1
l
"Is he fast?"
e
L I V particle of
in
"That depends altogether on what
the barley.
kind of company he's In."
Miin-l-
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STOCK SALES
Kansas City. March 27.- Kepresen- tatives sales of western sheep and
lambs at Kansas City hlf week:
Monday, March 18.
J 4. Jacobs, Lamar, Colo.
751 lambs
-

lbs., $7.85.

J. Spear, Has Animas, Colo. 491
lambs, 75 lbs., $7.80.
J. 1J. Khodes, Lamar, Colo. 245
lambs, 74 lbs., $7.80.
Standard Meat Co.. Almena. Kan.
1064 ewes, 106 lbs., $5.75: 407 lambs.
A.

80 lbs.. $7.75.

I). I). Gorman. Has Animas. Colo.
266 lambs. 74 lbs.. $7.75.
J. It. Sullivan, Has Animas, Colo.
10S1 lambs, 67 lbs., $7.60.
M. V. Kalston, Prowers. Colo.
519
lambs, 56 lbs., $7.40.

lambs,

19.

Colo.

1013

77 lbs., $7. HO.
K. Thaxton,
Animas, Colo.
49!) lambs, 72 lbs.. $7. SO.
A. J. Spear, Las Animas. Colo.
499
ambs. 74 lbs.. $7.75.
M.
Khodes, Las Animas, Colo.
3 lambs, 75 lbs., $7.75; 269 ewos.
84 lbs., $5.50.
V. P. Mitchell. Las Animas, Colo.
4:l lambs, 70 lbs.. $7.60.

I.

Wednesday, March 20.
West,
Colo. 127
Trinidad.
76 lbs., $7.60; 532 ewes, 96
lbs.. $5.60; 30 bucks. 166 lbs., $4.00.
M. P. Kalston. Prowers. Colo.
lambs. 61 lbs.. $7.30.
W. S. Miles & Son. Monte Vista. 577
lambs, 64 lbs., $7.20.
Thursday, March 21.
J. H. Ileatty. Manzanola. Colo. 501
lambs, 77 lbs., $7.60.
V. C. Heatty, Manzanola. Colo.
507 lambs, 76 lbs., $7.60.
Standard Meat Co.. Almena, Kas.
lftSO ewes, 108 lbs., $5.60; 910 lambs.
Kd.

lambs.

u- -4

Homer
Hillebrand.
Pittsburg's
famous southpaw, is said lo he ready
to quit the game. His arm has been
trotibellng Mm for the past year.

MeCauley.

C. Q. M.

o

With Amp's Msana antf

Plans are afoot to make a match
between Gunner Molr. champion of
Kngland, and Sam Longford, American colored pug, a feature of the
spring sporting season nt London.

Jim Jeffries has taken an effectual

way to deny that he Is on his
pern.
Hp has announced that he
and his wife are to take a European

'

I)FPflTOIlY FOR THE ATCIHSOX.

v.. v..,-... n ..
.....
i,i..t
111
in,,.: cb.. . .i..., m 1..
door lawn tennis Innrnnmlmtc lie
tl
trtntil,i.m At. ,.
ir...- - u.
I til
4,Lij
pion woman player of America, is
expected to be one of the contest
ants.

...

lion- to lieniaiii Youiitf.
To continue young In health
anil
strength, do as Mrs. X. F. Kowan.
McDonough, Ua., did.
says:
She
"Three bottle of Klectiic Hitters cured me of chronic liver and stomach

trouble complicated with such an
unhealthy condition of the blood
that my ekin turned red as Manuel.
I am now practically Co years younger than before I took KUitric Hitters. 1 can now do ad my wink with
Order a case and drink a ease
anJ assist in my
bottle of Pabbt Blue Itibbon (.tore." Gurai.toi d at allhusband't
dealer.
with each meal. It will give Price SOc.
your stomach zest to do its
Tin:
im.att simmmj
work, and give you strength,
I5KM' ON
OM.Y -. (il Alt- for yours.
y
:x
ii
WTi'i
i:its. rrrit 1:1.1.1:
i

EroeKl Meyers
A'
siUcr Ave

i'Uoue

&

120.

Co..
Albu p er jue

l:ltlil,
ti
iKMirui: t o.,

soi.i-- :

Futivllc'.-.ilns In furniture,

Mitlhl". for

slow-lii.oleu-

unii window
Cuul and Second.

.t,i:M.s.
f..

bar- -

"Bromo Quinine"
Laxative Bromo Quinine

Since

ALBUQUERQUE,

showing

the

that Marvin
Harry Rogers
Jim Corbett has been busy saying, "I
told you so," because he picked Hart
as 1110 nest near champ
the coun

nan made against

COLO IN CE DAY
CURES
PREVENTS THE CRIP

Similarly named reaieilirt sumetimrt
deceive. The iirst and original Culd Tablet
it li blck a n J red
i a WHITi; PACK AUG
lettering, and bears the aijuature of

FE RY.

NEW MEXICO

orncmitm and

111

muiingvrs 111. tltc Aiucrhii 1 try.
league on trial this- - srason.
IV0111
lop to Ixmoiii tlioy are Charles Stall I.
Tyrus Cobb Is due for the ax from
Itimtuti; Hugliry Jennings,
the Detroit management.
He is un
anil Joe Cantillon, Washington.
doubtedly a good player, but Ms recas
a
ord
disturber
makes
him an
Special .'orrespondeiice.
man on nny team.
undesirable
Chicago,
26.
may
In
March
give him a trial.
three Clarke Griffith
American league camps managers as
well as players are being tried out.
Now claimed
that
the National
One of the problems of the base ball Players' Protective association Is beseason, next In Interest to the tlait hind the formation of the Atlanta
winning, is going to be, "How about outlaw league. With the Tristate
League in the fold of organized base
these new managers?"
ball .players nre fearful of a general
At
kittle Rock, Ark., Charley cut
in salaries and are alleged to
"Chick" Stahl Is wrestling with the
have got busy with nnother league
Hostou Americans.
lie Is an old to
serve
us a club against magnates.
Hoston player, having been developed under Frank Selee.
Hut he Is
new as a team leader.
In his favor are the facts that he is Intelli- TRAIN MEN SANGUINE
gent, earnest and above all is well
liked by his players.
He has the
consolation of knowing most anyOE ARBITRATION
thing will be better than the showing the Hostons made last year, when,
they crawled Into the cellar championship and pulled the hole in after
The conductors and trainmen
of
them.
the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Hughey Jennings, at Augusta, Ju- railway. In Albuquerque,
generally,
lias already demonstrated to the De- do not think the conference between
troit Americans that he has some of the delegates of their orders and the
the old Kaltlmore spirit left.
He in- general managers of the railroads,
sists on team work, and every man which Is being held In Chlcngo today,
doing his best to win.
The team will result In a strike.
was handicapped lat year by Inside
"I think that the matter will be setbickerings.
Jennings shows he is tled by arbitration," said a freight
wise to the fact by putting Ty Cobb conductor yesterday.
"Both parties
on the market.
He is a star per- will be willing to concede some points
former, but is blamed for the dis- and the concessions will be such that
the men will not want to go out on a
turbances.
Jennings Is a graduate of the Cor- strike to get the small difference benell law school, and knows base ball tween what we ask and what the
railroads will be willing to give."
from "A to Z."
The trainmen and conductors are
Joo Cantillon comes from the Mila 15 per cent raise in pay
waukee American association team to asking for
an eight-hou- r
working day.
ami
try his hand at giving Washington a
winning aggregation.
lie was once
Subscribe for The Citizen, and get
a great player, then an umpire. Hi
is
and a. hard loser. Yet the news.
New

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKfl
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

t,

u.

oimctom
President
vice President

AlMat

Cuhlar

Cuhfer
Director

romiTonr

m.

Authorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Burplug and Profits
Dcpeatterjr
Atcklsoa, Topeka 4'SaaU Fc

ir

$5O0,00.M
$250,000.0
Railway

Ceeipaay

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business; and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be Kept
STRICTLY

PRIVATE

iState National Bank
P ALBUQUERQUE

hot-head-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

oooe
Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine

Works

Wholesale Grocers

P.
MALL, Proprlttor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Rpmlr on Mlnlntx mnd Mill Mmchlnery m Bpmclmlly
Foundry east sld ot railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

ooooo

WE FILL

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

Prices

1

Paint Now

STAR SALOON

OKI

?

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

203

At Consistent

cc)
GOLD

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

B. RUPPE

RI6HT

PRESCRIPTIONS

lieer

t

befoi e the vines

are frrcen
climb-I- n
in your way, before the
will shame the appearance offlowers
your
building:. 'Twill be a better job
will do no harm to your plants. and
Aa
to the paint Itself, you can Bet none
worse than If your bur.
betterlots
lug- of paints, oils,
varnishes, putty

All 1UH llUJI'c Jt If
Hall l'lace of Recreation.

First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars

FRATI

0000OeveKe
I The St. Elmo
J

eti.

Is

done at

31

BARNETT, Pop't.

JOSEPH

ad

-

& MONROE
TKLmPHCNC.

?

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

RIO

O O O O
Finest Whiskies

'

I

'

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

'

Ctn

J. D. Eakla, President.
0. Gloml, Vice Pretldsm'.

Mellnt,

O. Btchechl,

vc0oa0
ui.u

tVrmr;

Consolidated Liquor Company
Euecc-taorto
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI,
WHOLC9AL
DIALERS IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kttp tvrytblng la
most fastidious

Hock to outfit tbo

bar eompltlo

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for jet. t.
8chlitz, Wm. tamp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstont,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brand of whltklea too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But tell the atrtlfcUt article aa received t.y ue from the
IJistllierlet and breweries lo the Url'ei Stat a. Call aod lnepeet car
Stock nj Prlcet, or write for K.ustrned CtuKfue and l'rlee Llat
let lied 10 dealera only.

tat :r!e.

GO,

ESTABLISHED 1S7J

L. B. PUTNEY

'i

Treat! rer.

LUMBER

Corner Third and Marquette

HtUABLB."

i

GRANDE

.

Wines, Brandias. Etc.

"

W
A

TOPrTKA AND SANTA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

g

i

Carrie

V

s

That is

Solicit

...

,

-

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
is therefore a healthful,
wholesome food, rich in
nutriment and strength-givin- g
properties that build
bone and muscle.

and

trip.

Cause of KtnnuwTt Trouble.
When a man has trobule with his
stomach you may know that he is
eating more than he should or of
some article of food or drink not
suited to his age or occupation, or
that his bowels are habitua'ly
constipated.
Take Chamberlain's 0
stomach and Liver Tablets to regulate the bowels and Improve the
digestion and see If the trouble does 1
not disappear. Ask for a free sample. Sold by all druggists.

There is only ens

Uniurpatud Facilities.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Stiickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson. Asst. Cashier: Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A, M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwtll.

food-valu-

TV

DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

At Macon, (in., the Cleveland Naps
ire figuring they have only to beat
the White Sox to win the (lag. Kven
at that, the "only" is a pretty stiff
proposition.

e,

11.

SAVINGS

ON

Ned Hanlon Is making a desperate
some semblance of form for the coming campaign.
He realizes it Is now
or never.

Kd
West,
181
Colo
Trinidad.
wes. 95 lbs., $5.45.
Lockhart L. S. Co.. Sugar city,
Colo. 235 breeding ewes,
95
lbs.,
$5.25.
M. P. Kalston. Prowers, Colo
535
lambs, 62 lbs.. $7.30.
Friday, March 22.
W. C. Heatty, Manzanola, Colo.
65 lambs, 75 lbs., $7.60.
Heatty Urns., Manzanola Colo.
245 lambs, 74 lbs.. $7.60.

Col. C. A.

ALLOWED

attempt to heat his Yanlgatis into

77 lbs., $7.55.

Denver, Colo., March 19. 1907.
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
received here until 11 o'clock a. m..
March 29, 1907, and then opened for
the purchase from the United States
of standing timber on the Port Win-gatNew Mexico, Military Reservation, approximately estimated at
board feet.
The timber L
be removed under substantially the
regulations governing similar sales by
the Department of Agriculture.
Complete information and blank
bids will be furnished on application
to the undersigned or to quartermaster, Fort Wingate. U. S. reserves the
right to accept or reject any or all
bids or any part thereof.
F.nvelnpes
containing bids to be marked "Proposals for Timber on Fort Wingate,
N".
M.. Reservation," and addressed,

INTEREST

he will use the

militia. If necessary to stop bookmak-in- g
on Mlssouil race tracks. And he
usually makes good his bluffs.

(

Tuesday, Mui-cl- i
Jacobs,
Lamar,

NEW MEXICO

capital and Surplus, $iou,uoo

lioslon Americans got there tlrst
11
release. I'ltcher Tom Railing
the unlucky one lo feel the ax.

Manager Murray, of the Philadelphia. .Nationals, Is going after all the
star college mid minor leagui: pitchers until he gets a satisfactory corps.

C

H.

ALBUQUERQUE

with

'orrespondeiice.
Kansas City. March .'7. The cat
tle supply last week was moiierale at
18.00U head, market steady on light
beef steers, cows and heifers and
stinkers and feeders, but there was a
to 1.1 cents on medium
break of
and heavy weight corn fed beef steers
Hot weather has affected the demand
for heay cuts of beef, and this has
shifted the demand more to the light- r cattle. A great deal of corn yet
remains In thu country, anil pastures
are almost a month ahead of time
this spring, two features that hold up
the markets on country grades. The
run today is 13,000 head, market
steady to 10 cents lower, distributed
(long the lines laid out in the con
ditions last week, namely heavy beef
grades gettting the heaviest loss, others ranging from that to a steady
basis. Colorado fed steers ar v orth
4.L'."i
to $r,.0". cows $3.00 to
,...!.
heifers $3.50 to $4.60. stockers $3.70
to $4. SO, feeders $4.5 to $4.!to, bulls
.!.., to $4.1:5, some panhandle fat
steers nt $4.50, stock heifers $.1.00,
Ives $3. fill to $7.00.
The supply of sheep and lambs
last week was .IH.OUU head, moderate
tor this season, but the market de
clined 10 to t) cents during the week.
mainly on account of bad conditions
elsewhere. The run Is 13,000 today,
market steady to strong, and active.
Some Arkansas valley 75 pound lambs
sold nt $7.R0 today, against a top of
1 1. Ilii last Monday,
several lots today
at $7.fi5, some SO pound lambs at
$i.4 0. Wethers sell at $5.50 to $6.00.
yearlings $8.10 to $6.65, ewes $5.25 to
$5.65. While the feeling is not quite
as bullish as It was 11 week ago, there
is no expectation of nny considerable
declines at present, and any material
reduction In the supply would imme
diately be reflected In an advance in
prices, as everything Is cleaned up
closely from day to day. A small
number of lambs found a free outlet
to the country around $7.00
last
pecia

in

Have .Vieol has signed to ride for
Fred Cook, owner of Whlskbroom.

'overnor Folk says

I

RIONTEZUA TRUST CO.

NOTF.S.

The east now has the cull
Interest.

Chicago Ulrl Offered Mcrelf French Restaurant Duel Gave Light Steers Hold Steady-SheeFor Sale to Escape TypeKey to Workings of
Lose 10 to 20
writing Drudgery.
Frisco Gang.
Cents Sales.
Wa.Nliinsttiti.

ir.

a:.

the

larft

and Most
Stock i.f StaMe Cinverle
in the Southwest.
Ex.-luhlv- e

la

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
g

RAILROAD AVENUE.

C000000aK000
THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

-

Lumbar, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

2

WKUNKSDAV,

MARCH

ALBUQUERQUE

27. 1007.

WIFE-BEATI- NG

A Clean
J." -- T' ..sV

I

i:

CITIZEN.

PAGE 6EVJ2S.
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BONI AWFULLY SHOCKED
BY EVIL AMERICAN SOCIETY FOLK

;

Sweep Sale

GALLANT
FRENCHMAN WRITES
OF KHXZEN WOMKN AM) NEUROTIC MEMBERS OF "lOO."

stock carpet in order to make room for our New
spring stock of Rugs and Carpets we are receiving daily.
Call and make your selection
and we will make the price
right.

of all old

a

EVENING
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2
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1 1 in I
do Cnsttilnnc.)
the notorious
French
spendthrift, sometimes known as the
"Little Sugar Howl," who spent
and ended his life before he
was 21, was the quietest and mot
serious youth Imaginable compared
with the typical young American
spendthrift who may be called the
"Little Smoked Ham" or the 'Little
Sausage."
While the papas build trusts at
Chicago or steal railroads In NewYork, their sons scatter millions with
an amazing recklessness.
It frequently happens that a supper to
which a few "Gibson girls" from the
music halls are Invited costs two or
hundred
thousand
three
francs
beef"
Needless to say "embalmed
does not figure on the menu.
The American spendthrift begins
his career at a very early age. Many
a millionaire gives a present
of
$ 100,000 or more to his son when ho
Is 10 years old.
At 20 the youth
require at least a million a year for
his pocket money.
American girls are always ready
to help the young Croesus squander
They have an Inhis millions.
satiable appetite for gold, which !s
possibly the reason they always have
gold teeth.
is rarely anything original
Cold Pioneer Company orga or There
amusing ubmt the extravagances
young
of
spendthrift
American
nlzed With $760,000 Cap
They are nothing but brutal sensualities and senseless squanderers of
ital-Off- icial
Matters.
money.
The following is an example of the sort of entertainment that
excites the senses of the American
A certificate of amendment to the golden youth:
At the cluso of a
articles of corporation of the Albu supper an enormous pie Is brought
room,
Light
Into
and
Pow
the
Gas,
the
host cuts It and
Klectrlc
ciuerciue
er company has been tiled In the of- out sieps a young girl wearing nothfice of Territorial Secretary J. W ing but a film of dlaphonous drapKuynulds w hereby the capital stock ery.
She puts her bare feet in the
is Increased from $200,000 to $500.
plates, which greatly delights the
000. ( f the present capitallation one- - coniiauy.
n li f ,llC f..
CCCh ...111 t.u .,.of..,.T.a,l uti.rb
no American juuges ine vaiue oi
tilths common stock. The decision hisi entertainment
solely by lis cot.
capital
stock of the tor instance, ho will
to increase the
say:
corporation was reached at a special
"I had $10,nor, vorih of fun last
meeting of the stockholders cm r eb
night."
ruary 15, last at Denver.
To daz.le the world with the display of gold Is the only aim of the
Articles of IiioorimiRllnii.
At a great
American millionaire.
The following articles of lncorpoia
lion have been filed in the office of hall given at Newport in 19S tho co- a
In by
brought
were
tillion
favors
Territorial Secretary J. W. ltaynolds: white donkey, which was shod
with
Mining company,
Gold
Pioneer
Principal place of business at Albu gold and harnessed with gold, adornquerque, Bernalillo county. Territor ed with precious stones and line
pearls.
ial agent. The Corporation, Organlza
The sisters of these young spendtion and Management Company at AI- thst
buuueroue. Capital stock, $i 50,000 thrifts indulge in amusements
thousand would ."hock a well brought ui
divided into seventy-fiv- e
Inexpressibly.
The
shares of the par value of $10 each French woman carry
flirtation to the
commencing business with $3,000 American girls
possible
utmost
extreme.
American
years
fifty
Object, mining. Duration,
Incorporators, J. A. Heal, Milton M. girls are allowed to amuse themselves
without restraint from
Dutcher. D. S. Boucher. Frank H practically
At balls
Cole, J. M. Sylvester, Bailey Nowell their mothers or elders.
and dinners they are left alone with
and T. I". Itenihan, all of

i

iv

1

'

IMS store send" an
'h return of

ABIDE BY

.

Sack Suit, Top CoaU,$15,$l& $20, $25, $27 50, $30
Tronsers Correct
lres Yosts,
tn-os- s

Huts, Choice anil Kxrlimivo llaber-ila.tlirr.Kvrrytlilna; to make you a
wrll dressed Man on Kantcr Morning.
Every Boy, also, will want something new for Easter. A suit, Top
Coat, Hat, Shirt, Tie, Gloves, etc., etc.
y.

LAWS
Government Proposes to Pun-- !
Ish Every Violation of
Live Stock Rules.
The jollcy
Wanfchictoti. Much
recently stored into by Secretary
Wilson of enforcing what is known as
law has made nil the
the
railroads sit up and take nowente
tice. The law requires nil railroads
to watransporting cattle to unload least
in
at
ter and feed stock once
nourn. mwiciw
every twenty-eigexthe
notwithstanding
the railroads,
istence of a less drastic statute to the
same general effect, have been doing
pretty much as they pleased about
tho
nhowlsg reasonable kindness to care
dumk brutes Intrusted to their Armin the Journey to the shambles.
ed with a pood, strom? law. Secretary
AYllsoa has now called a halt and is
their
making the railroads revise
methods of transporting stock.
Over 700 cases have been worked
up since the law went into effect. In
each case the request has been tomade
into the department of Justice
where the
struct the district attorney bring
RUlt.
offense was committed to
and In case of a desire to settle to deThis
mand the full penalty of 500.
to
policy, if carried out, will bring
largo
year
a
the treasury during the
revenue. The cases pending involve
tines to the amount of $350,000.
a ..rnmitiont nttornev for one of
came to
the largest western roads
Washington this week to make an appearance in a case against his road.
eight
The car in question had run urged
hours over the time limit. He
and tho
that tut it was a first offense
overran was not excessive the departlenient.
to
be
ment mlfaht well afford
He waa asked to take a seat for a
few minutes and a clerk was sent to
bring In the cases against the road
The
which the attorney represented. armful
clerk came back with a big
x
of documents. There were eighty-siamount
raw agnlnst his road. The attorney
Involved was $43,000. The
he would
arose at once, saying thatsinglo
case
not waste time on the Washington,
to
that hud called him
Chifor
but would take the next train were iscago and see that directions
sued to stop further violations of the
law by the employes of his road.
westThe president of another big before
ern road was here last week
commission,
the interstate commerce to visit the
and took the opportunity
department of agriculture to registerof
his objection to the enforcemenroad
He said bis
law.
the
wan hauling stock cars a distance of
the
twelve miles from St. Paul to Cars
stock yards in South St. Paul.Pacific
received from the Northern
gone over the
had been found to have
limit. "Why should my road be punhave
ished for what those road down
done?" he asked. "You people
enin
here ought to be reasonable
forcing a law. I have always thought
the enthat officials charged with works
a
forcement of a law that
hardship should be endowed with a
modicum of common sense."
"You know the law," was the answer.
"Why do you take a car that has
a penalty against it? You stop doing
have no more
that and you will will
be enforced.
trouble. The law
refuse a car. the
If yon once or twice
ther roads will see to it that they
atop and feed and water without run-In- g
hours."
ever the twenty-eigthat in the cases
It was pointed out Btock
had
that toad occurred past thetrains
Inst place
been run ten hours
where the cattle might have been unloaded. Had the law been complied
of
wit In that way many thousands The
would have been saved.
ollrs
department has been able without
mach trouble to work up cases where
The
ike Uw has been violated.
question the stockmen who
(ravel on the cattle trains and get
their affidavits or statements so that
bey can be subpoenaed in case of
prosecution, ana there is little difficulty In making out a case where the
ffenw has actually occurred.
i!7.
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men
o change ok
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Washington
TMt WftaHtNOTON

Fine Clothing and Furnishing

CO.

acta toss

MAN DELL

M.

Fashioned Apparel

(Note. Kiiicr IiIh tlUnrcc friuii
Anna (ioulil. Count Houl cle iiMctlauc
lias taken to writing for n living, ami
lie wrote the following article cvhinlly for IIm New HMtpcr Kntcrprl-e- c
association, willed
this lieu
-

1iimt.

I

Worked I.Ike a ninrm.

Alitor.)

Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that
spicy Journal, the Knterprlse, Louisa,
men for four, six or cinM
liouis. Va.. fays:
ran a nail In my foot
They habitually drink to excess, tak- last week and at once applied Huck-len- 's
ing cocktails, champagne and whisky
Arnica Salve. No Inflammation
and soda.
follow d; the salve simply healed the
The American girl of fashionable wound." Heals every sore, burn and
society absorbs very day as much skin dlsfnse.
at all
Guaranteed
strong drink as would render an or- dealers. 25c.

COMING

'i

$200 REWARD.

EVENTS

Is offered for the capture of Aim
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Bena-- t
detto Berardinelll. Crlma was committed In Albuquerque Monday. Feb--!

ALMANAC KVENTS.
29
Good Friday.

Starch
March
I

31

May 30

Easter Sunday.
Memorial Day of G.

A.

R.

ruary

4.

C A.

and C. ORANDR

i

o

dinary Frenchman
hopelessly and
helplessly intoxicated.
In spite of
her strong head, the American girl
occasionally becomes Inebriated, and
then her actions would shame a red
Indian.
i..iui..,,..(..u'M
At ii .1 oner i.iii-tii
houso , New York nftcr ulnner tll
old people sat down to gamble while
the young men and 'women went down
to tho servants' quurters. There tlT?
girls sat In the men's laps and drank
and smoked, while they all made Jests
thai) could not bo
in
whispered
French society.
punne
or
actions
American
ine
women of high social position are
shameless and braen to a degree
that Is hardly conceivable in France
,
familiarly
The beautiful Miss
known as "Lulu," was strolling with
friends through the city after din
ner, when they passed a fountain with
a basin of water around It.
Miss
Lulu offered to bet a dozen bottles of
champagno
that fhe could wad
tiro.h n,0 iu,.i uich.,.aOne... ,.i.,
skirt or petticoats.
of the
men, knowing the basin to be at least
three feet deep, eagerly accepted the
bet.
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Dr. King's
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A WELL BUILT SHOE
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FOR MEN
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New Mexico.

The Simla Fe has Scut boiler
to examine the l.as Vegas
which three iikii were killed
d on Monday, ami ascertain
le the cause of the explosion.
I

J

I

HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NOHTHEHN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. i.'.xHO
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK i. l GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116,000: CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF l.f.00 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
HELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY U0 PARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINER T; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS,
ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IS Till: NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

COME

I

o

B

ooosoeooooooo
S &0

TO BELEH, M.

9BmG9m
K5oJoo5o5 t

IKI.

A

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THU C1TT, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
i

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

Pies

WM. M. BERGER,

000 000 0 000 00 0 0 000000 000000 00000?000000000

Railway Center

All. FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST
AND W EST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement

T

b
n

0 K00

lo

its Location

M

pa-tie- r,

City,
Mexico
and
The Kansas
Orient has closed a contract for ijiici
a0 stock ears of
100 box and
to I..
bi.tUO pounds capacity . .c . i
delivered September i.

right and

Man or Hoy, when wearing our Clothing, you'll look
feel right.
When you buy here, you pay light.

.Subscrlltr for The l it lien and grt
the news.
ACKNOWLEDGE 11
I
Albuquerque Hiin to How lo the In- LUNGS
and CURE
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
c Italile- - Scores of Clti4'iis
Prove It.
WITH
Ll VERT, SALE, FEED AND
After reading the public statement
TRANSFER
STABLES.
Alburepresentative
of this
citizen of
querque given below, you must come Horses and Muls Bought and
to this conclusion: A remedy which
cured years ngo, which has kept the
kidneys in good health since, can be BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE 6ITT
Frlea
relied upon to perform tho same Second Street, between
60oft1-00UGHS Mi
Railroad and
work In other cases. Head this:
Free Trial.
Copper Avenue.
Mrs. J. Hall, of 322 West Huning
avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
for all
Our
Surest and Uuickoet
says:
".My daughter used
Doan's
THROAT and LTTNO TROUBKidney Pills with very good results.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
She suffered for over u, year with severe pains across her loins and kid- DEVOE8 READY PAINT
neys, so severe ut times that she was Onn Gallon Covers 000 Square Feci.
I heard of1
unable to be around.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Doan's Kidney Pills and Induced her
stops Leaks, Ijists Five Years.
They overcome wahnf, trry.
to try them. She felt great relief
rfl y tiii uitttatonfj,ltH:rM4 itfu
nd uanUli "point of mmruj
from the first and continued their
Thfjr r
l,ll
tin."
1
gave
a statement
use until cured.
408 Wttt Railroad Avoo
U Virtual 'oiianhootit flarrr"
aiding d
ago.
velntimrnt of orpins fid body. N
' .,hl" T''01 ('mf r,,u.r
known rfmttif for wnmnn efntt
mm wouiu
;
.i,.
pint.
ciciuni
luiiaj,
tlirm, I'anrvit do hrm llt bo
lo7, that we were not only given
reason to appreciate Itoan s Kidney
MOTT CHEMICAL
Pills ut that time, but both my
FOR
AbV BY
ANN ft SOU.
daughter
myself
will
vouch
for
and
Guam Trading company, rrmcipai
their value as strongly as ever, and
place of business at Guam McKinley
the session. Canada will send two can
recommend them lo
county. Territorial agent, H. Neu- MRS.
delegates, and the western part of this other heartily
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
DE country
LLIZ LUCERO
sufferers."
mann, at Guam. Capital stock, $60,-00will be strongly represented.
FIRE
INSURANCE. REAL BSTATB
by
60
Price
dealers.
sale
all
For
among
divided Into live hundred shares
members,
PresiThree
them
Foster-Mllbur- n
LOANS.
Co., Buffalo.
dent David Starr Jordan, having said cents.
of the par value of $100 each, comNew York, sole agents for the United
Automatlo Phone 4B1.
mencing business with $30,000. Ob
way
will
they
come
all
the
from
that
PEREA IS GRANTED
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building
business,
ject, general merchandise
California to take part in the discus- States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Duration, fifty years. Incorporators.
sions.
'
No.
no
other.
H. Neumann and L. L. Sabln, both of
The meeting will consist of sessions take
coveting two days, and a dinner at
Guam, and Ludvig Ohlin, of Gibson,
SAMPLES
l.'AI.OKE.
CARPET
which Mr. Andrew Carnegie will pre- bound for rugs.
d
off regpres- Among
who
will
side.
be
others
of Mr. Shcaron.
IN9URANCC.
Co.
price.
Futrelle
.....
Furniture
ular
c
i .
i
t
tr
t
a
...
x
resigned
his
u
i
lenncji
Secretary Mutual Building Aaso(9a
in u.imtra
jii(,iii,
Frank W. Shearou has
ui
English philology in Johns Hopkins pit rn 'i'iti.-i- t iv a
position as chief clerk in the office of
tion. Office at 217 West Rallro
university, who is the latest member
of public lands,
the commissioner
himtmpvt i. iiarnntd
j,.
avcntie.
which place he tilled under A. A. Manuel Royval Is to Receive to be elected to the board.
to cure any case of Itching, Blind,
took effect
Keen. His resignation
$12 Per Month -Po- st-office
We do It right, liotnil DRV. Im- - Bleeding or Protudlng Plies In 6 to of We have taken the management
upon Saturday when the office was
the Standard Plumbing A Heating
60c.
14 days or money refunded.
perial Laundry Co.
turned over to Robert 1. Ervlen. Mr.
company and ask our friends and
was entirely
Changes.
Shearon's resignation
tho public to give us their oatronas-voluntary on his part.
and Insure them the work will he
done right and the charges will be
New SuiK'rvlsor In t iiai-ge- .
fair.
The following pensions have been
with Raube and Maugcr
it.nss Aic.Miiian, loriuei ly nupti c imm (granted'
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN,
Office, lis North First St.
. , . ....
"I nitj x vt uuen . j . cni
Al
Old
Perea,
Mrs. Luz Lucero de
RALPH DUNBAR.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
was recently appointed to succeed buquerque,
The art of making high grade shoes is not
$S per month, from April
Leon F. Kneipp, us supervisor of the 26, 190B. and back pension.
acquired in a day. We've been shoemakers
Pecos River, Jemez and Taos forest
am
tor thirty-siyears and are still learning.
Royval, of Las Vegas, $12
i
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
reserves, with headquarters in Santa perManuel
6, 1907.
February
month,
from
Fe, has entered upon his new duties.
Dealers
In
Groceries,
Hay,
Provlrlons,
changes
following
been
have
The
Mr. Knlpp, who retires to become a
Grain and Fuel.
in postofhees:
forest Inspector with headquarters at made
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors- Lumbre. Rio Arriba county. Just
Denver, will leave April 1 to assume
with F. I TruJIllo apand Cigars. Place your orders (or
the duties of his new position. In the established,
The...
postmaster.
pointed
this line with us.
meantime he Is assisting Mr. McMillan
postmaster
appointed
Thayer
I.
Lee
NORTH THIRD ST.
In becoming acquainted with the du"SHORT
county.
San
LINE"
Juan
at
Crozler.
ties of the Litter's position here.
Postoflice at Vanderltas discontinto the mining camps of Colorado,
ued.
Patrons will receive their mall
THIRD
Kaluay to Extend its Line.
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
at Aurora.
map
indicating
A blue print
the
Springs
Colorado
and Pueblo, la
line of the Taos extension of the St.
by way ot Santa Fe, N. M., and
Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
lead in style, fit and foot comfort.
SPELLING
the
SIMPLIFIED
railway was filed today irt the oftlce
iiiey wear like iron,
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meal
of Territorial Secretary J. W. ltaytoo. Our Konqueror
Steam Sausage Factory.
surcorrectness
of
the
trade-marnolds. The
DENVER
is found
RIO
El
GRANDE
BOARD 10 MEET
veyed route Is sworn to by the ufllxed
EMIL KLIENWORT
only on well built,
aftldavits of J. Van Houten, vice
Masonic Building, North Third Street
dependable
shoen.
RAILROAD
president of the company, and O. H.
This is our Stag Button a
11. Turner,
the chief engineer. The
through the fertile San Lull valgun metal calf shoe, single sole,
New York. March 27. A gatherproposed extension will be about
ley; also to the San Juan country
philologists
from
military heel. A model preferred
and
thirty-eigmiles In length pursuing ing of scholarsgreat
English speaking
by particular men. Price, $3.50.
of Colorado.
a general southwesterly direction from the three
will be held on April 3 and
Other bhoct at $4 and $ 5.
Ute Purk to a point three miles south- countries Waldorf-AstoriINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
a
4 in the
hotel. New
east of the town of Taos.
For Information as to rates,
PUBLIC.
York, when the Simplified Spelling
train
service,
B.
descriptive literature
Pruton
Kith Shot Co., Makes, Crockton, Mau.
Secretary Taft is talking of going board will hold the first annual meet1)
14
Rooms
address.
and
Cromwell
Block,
to Alaska.
That's the first hint of ing of all Its members. Already
SOLD
Albuquerque. Telephone No. lit.
twenty-fiv- e
S. K. HOOPER,
of the forty members have
trouble up there.
BY
signified
their Intention of coming,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
See and hear the little black-fac- e
and it is expected that England will
Give us your ROUGH DAY wrk.
Minstrels, be represented by William Archer,
Penver, Colo.
artists In the Juvenile
Monday, and get It back WedDday.
Monday night, April 1st.
who will come from London to attend
Imperial Laundry Co,

committee appointed
Ike American Association of (ieneral
PaasengiT and Ticket Agents has
to abandon the present brand
ot nafety paper used in printing ticket and to adopt a new kind. As It
look about ten years to work off the
old tickets the last time a change
wan ordered, the new order is not
very kindly received. The paper now
xelooted is printed In two tints, so
lh.it acids will change one of them
and leave the other. It is a soft
bo that inks will run in it if alterations are made. Some of the pashowever, thut
senger men claim,
chaos would rdgn for another decade
try
to adopt a
should the railroads
new paper.
"What we want." declared W. J.
Lynch of the New York Central lines,
"in not so much safely paper as a
uniform paper. We want our conductors to be placed in a position to
know when a paper is presented to
them that it is or is not a ticket.
e
railroad
I.ucien fallun, an
man and conductor on the western
recently
Fe,
died
lines of tho Santa
of pneumonia at his home in Washof
ington. He was a brother-ln-l.iConductor George Tripp f l.as Vegan, and had a number of
A wpecial

The boy should certainly appear at
his best on this occasion. We can
clothe Boy as well as the Man.

COMPANY

CAPITAL
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The Washington Clothing

(ll.v Count

1'baudy.

INCREASES

!

nc I
.

-

LIGHT

May

tn.'iii will want to be well dressed nn Faster Sum.
nnI
Clothe" are leady for s.ivice. Correct in cut, right In
in fit an. I finish. Ki'.ii to the Custom tailor's production
V shell b- pleased to show you.
ll pile.--

Ftitf elle Ftitnittire Company
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to nil Its friends
bring jou nothing but Hunsh

ppllies.
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F.ner Greeting

Sp-iic-

1 1

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH
.MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
WITH S PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

Im-

ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

S

i

APPLY AT ONVi: FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SE'URE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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EVENLNO

CITIZEN.

Kind.

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL
ufathfii
Denver.

No. 1 at ! o'l lo. k.
No. 7 on time.
No. 9, at a. in.
No. X at 12:05 a. in.
No. 4 at 2 :K. a. tn

Women's 1'ntciil Kill Shoe
Women's Patent Kid Oxfords
Women'' lei kid Shoes
Women's Vlel KU1 Oxfords

rt.so

it. 0(1 to

5. 00

2.50 to
2 10 to
1.7.1 to

3.50
5.00
3.00

for

2nd.

S.

0

00

BRICHAM
Headquarters
Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

1

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 25c and 35c per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.

I

b.

Una, 85c.

lb

.tins. 11.00.

Capitol Coffee
I -- to.

bucket,

premium

with

II. 0.
Something
coffee, 10c to 40c.

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. Y. MAYNAKD

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
TILE AHCH FROiVT

SOUTH

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

32

SECO.VD ST.

HARDWARE
W R. R. Ave.

CO.

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

wmmi

Refrig-

erators

White
Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

DlimoBdi, Watcaea. Jewelry. Cat Glut, Clocks. Silverware
yoar
and guarmUe A SQUARE DEAL.

I

rs

Is

geles.

The office of Forest Supervisor
Hugh H. Harris In this city was a
busy sight yesterday and today, when
over 100 natives from the Manzano
forest reserve made application for
grazing permits. They wanted permits for sheep and goats, numbering
to thou
nil the way from twenty-liv- e
OFFICE MANAGER. HOOK

inr'.te

1

Yor WIM, FIND IT

riKST

CLASS
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BRADLEY-BECKE-

Miss
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E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
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Tho Railroad Avenue Clothier
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HwJeirchairdits

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES

-

-

-

HARNESS

AGENTS FOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

Winona Wagons

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

SSsSSSSSS2o
Wholesale Distributors

&

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes: and

Harvesting Machinery
Mot Made by

0o
0

the-

-

Trust

i.

O
O

Lightest Running, Strongest,, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - FULLY WARRANTED
s
ner--

Write
'W.'.W'tttt'P.Zr.'JXr''

lA ir Pric&s

Albuguerqu. New'.Uxloo

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Horn InEvery time that the proposition present Itself of tha
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a horn company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelation! of tha past year of the way th enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies haa been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people ot the West should stop pouring their
money "Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Inveated at home.
It Is gratifying to aote that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more ita just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiIt can If
Why cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
every Individual who takea out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application ot any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company ot New Mexico and Arizona
la owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

T

Address Home Office,

II

0O

o

2C

expert repairman, formerly of the
STI'.nnKU FACTORY. Chicago. III.

VVF.

KtJa:r.Jc 0)!!ie

We would call particular intention to our suits for young men. ff
liuve litem from $8 up to $2J.rl, for n Hart. Sclia floor & Km.
Also all sort,? of furnishings for young men anil boys,

SADDLERY

4)

H. K Spencer

NEW WM1AUO

In Russian and
Blouse Styles

John Deere Plows and Implements

largest music dealers in the southwest wtio have engaged the services of

W. CUI.D

.SJ.25

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED

W

learnard & Lfndemann

206

Well Made
and Stylish

Nardlwaire

ra

U.IU'OIFUQI'F.

$3.50

EY

er

I'll itefiLlfllllii;

$7.50

Between Railroad and Copper Ave. , Teh 74

Hring it or ship it to

I

u

.'1

Ttr

load.

..

f 15-- 1

Have you any musical
that needs repairs?

minute. All the newest novelties in
tf
soft hats are on display.

to

Honey for
Extracted
$1.00. Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Iiox 202, Albuquerque.

10 lbs. Nice

n.

We received
Special Derby for 1907.
it by express so it's late right up to the

to

llotli Phones.

.1

Makers of this country is the Stetson

$7

n

W. H. HAHN & CO.

tlt

The finest production of the best Hat

Klnoi-rgnrte-

WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per

FOLLOW I ;i ItV I'FAST
.Mil. - 1 !111S. HK.MM.KY
FN
UOL'TK TO AMirQl-FKOlH- .

USTETSON

$3

n

Ilillbrlck's

Genuine American
block, ye
ton
$.m
Cerrlllos Lump
Sfl.50
Anthracite Nnt
....S8.no
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
S0.KO
sizes
CNun Gas Coke
$.00

UKItDING

r

Wash
Suits

IEi

COAL

NUPTIALS AT BELEN

John-Heck-

School
Suits

MA7.F.

located In the Woman's club
building, 14 West Gold nrenue. New
pupils will be received nt any time
during the remainder of this month.
Is now

R

A telefihona messair from
Helen
this afternoon announced the marriage of Miss Anita Hecker, of that
place, to A. C. Hradley, of liwrence,
Kas., which took place at 1 o'clock
this forenoon at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Hecker. A large number of Intimate
fi lends and relatives of the contracting parties witnessed the ceremony,
which was the pretty ring service performed by Hev, Ernest Moser, pastor
of the German Luthern church of
this city. After the ceremony the
wedding party sat down to a wedding
feast tendered by Mr. and Mrs. Deck
er.
The bride la the eldest ilinnrht,,' nt
John Becker, president of the
company, and the iirst business man of Helen. She is pretty and
accomplished and has been a social
Irl Alhllllliermla fnr Mm nnal
f Vlll'l t
several years. Her friends and
In this city may be numbered
ov inose wno Know ner.
Mr. Hrndlev Is an enelneer rvirrv.
ing a degree from the University of
Kansas. For the past few years he
lias had charirn of const miction ve,,.-lon the Santa Fe cut-of- f,
and It was
while holding Iht nnaltinn tie. I Ku
met Miss Hecker on one of his visits
10 me cut-or- r
town.
Mr. and Mrs. Hradley are coming
to Alhllotieroiift thin ovtniinr
.n
a
freight traiji, and after arriving, will
decide on a place to spend their honey
moon,
iney may go 10 California, or
iney may go 10 iuo wuy ot Mexico.
New spring styles In women's can
vas oxiorus, winie or gray, low or
high heels.
They have big eyelets
ana notion ties. tTlees range from
M.&0 to $2.0O.
C. May's shoe store,
l!H West Uallroad avenue.

We Imwe Jn.t opened np n firen new line of Hoys', Youths' ami
Children's SulM of llio InxteHC Iteslgns and fabrics.

TIIH 'ITY
AimitlXs
FAHLY. FKFN4 H It
203 FAST UILItOl AVF.
.
c.
If you want a gorxl laugh and are
looking for an evening of fun and
pleasure, go ti the Juvenile Minstrels
at the opera hous Mondav night,
April 1st.

iu

high-steppe-

Boy's Clothes

OHDFIl

SIN CSS

SPECIAL

Till:

ihi.

New Line of

kllikF,e IToprlctor.
hot ctioss HornsINdi:lim;hki
TO ANY
Win.

ar.

AT TIIR MAZE

76e
Hors from JO to
Spades and shovels, 60c to
fl.SS
BOo
Itakes from 25 to
Spading forks, 60c to
$1.00
Hay forks, Jlc to
$1.10
Wheel barrows
$3.25
Counter scales
$4.60
Fresh bains, per lb
14c
Kansas cgs., per dor.
20c
3 lbs. fresh crisp soda crackers. . 26e
18 lbs., of sugar for
$1.00
2 pkgs of coffee
86e
High patent guaranteed flour ...$ 1.26
7 lbs of washing soda
26c
We want a boy for store and delivery wagon work.

FOR THIS WFKK ORDFIl YOl It
ItUOSS ICOI.LS AT
THF
MAN WANTS IHtSITION AS l Fill HOT
HAKFKY.
F ST
MVNAGFR CIK HOOkKI I I'l It. IS I'KFNt U
KA1L.UOAD
AVFNIF.
AND
EMPLOYED,
WELL
NOW
KNOWN IN ALItl'Ol'FHOl'F. Pit ICE
TH'Kirr SFI.I.INii C'ONTI-XT- .
PKIi WKKK, ADIHtKSS II. II
THF HOY OK 4.IUI. M.I.I IM;
W CITIZUX Ol l 'lt K.
MOST TICKKIS
T
Till;
Tll:
FI.K'S TOOTH" WILL HI I I IV K
SU. A Ml ANY HOY
;iltL
SFl.UMJ F1ITFFN TK'KKTS Witt
ISF4 FIVF. ON H 1'ltFF.
It.
SFK
O.
JAFFA, 221 1CAILKOAD AFMt;.
The Juvenile Minstrels at tho opera
house Monday, April 1st, under the
direction of Miss Uella Sinclair,
promises to be the star attraction of
the sea-soThe olio at the Juvenile Minstreli
will consist of a number of clever
specialties, pretty girls, tatchy songs
and fancy dances
A

AVE.
W

is In the
K. ( '. Lewis, of Ih'tivi i
city.
J. .1. liurkc, of Lamar, Cobv. is in
town.
In Imvn
A. Hazclnanii. of Corona.
today.
Is in the
P. Llcnan. of Santa
city toclay.
I. V. Key. of Helen, is transact iiiK
business here.
A. H. Smith, of Denver, is in town
today on business.
S. K. Taft, of St. I.ouls, Is a business
visitor to the city.
K. Franklin, of Kansas City. Is in
town for a brief stay.
V. H. Dunning, of Denver, is a visitor to the city today.
M. C. Wattcrson. of Los Angeles. Is
a visitor In town today.
G. N. Ttureham, of Kl I'aso. Is a
business visitor to the city. .
Frank V. Waiieti. of San l'r.im
Is sojourning in this city.
A. 1'. Wll.el came in from Gallup
Tuesday on a business mlss'.'i
Frank W. ltrown, of Kl I'aso. is
transacting business In the city.
It. llomero, a business man of t'lil-lil- i.
is lit town today, buying goods.
Charles Atrgimm, of Denver. Is
transacting business In town today.
C. K. Stewart, of Kingman. Ariz.,
Is stopping in this city for a lew days
.Vis Dorothy Galloway has returned from a pleasant visit to friends Ht
Silver City.
J. J. Dants, .1. 1'. Ilenetsou anil ('.
M. Willi, all of WIiihIow. All.., are lu
the city today.
L'dily,
of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Itayonnet, .'. J., nie guests at the
Alvarado today.
for
Itent."
Card signs. "Uotuns
"Hoards." etc., for sale at the office
of The Kvenlng Citizen.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hull. Jr., and
Miss Helen F. Ford, alt of Cleveland,
Ohio, are tourists In the city.
If you want anything on earth you
can get It through the want columns
of The Kvenlng Citizen. We get results.
tiring us your Job work. Prices the
very lowest and the work will stand
anywhere. lluslncss and calling cards
a specialty.
The American Lumber Company
b ind will give' a public rehearsal at
the band hull Friday night. Kvery-bod- y
Invited.
Painters are working on the outside woodwork of the upper stories
In the N. T. Armljo building today.
The entire building Is to be repainted.
Mrs.
Alfred Orunsfeld returned
yesterday from an extended visit to
New York city. lioston and Chlcagj.
iShe was absent from the city three
months.
There will be a special meeting of
the woman's auxiliary of St. John's
parish at the residence of Mrs. It. G.
Wilson, 414 West Gold
avenu.',
Thursday, March 28th, at 4 p. m.
Are you looking for something?
ltemember the want column of The
F.venlng Citizen Is for your especial
benefit. It talks to the people and
they talk to you.
With the exception of a native, whi
was picked up for drunkenness, the
police had little to do last night. The
one victim paid his line, and v. a. released this morning.
The regular meeting of Elks lodge
will be held this evening, at whlcn
the election of otlleers for the ensuing year will take place.
There will
also be a lunch. Visiting brothers
invited.
Karl E. Moon, the
returned to the city yesterday
from a trip to the Grand Canyon,
where he was doing some special
work for the Santa Fe advertising
department.
The furniture of th Harnett building pool hall on South Second street
was sold this afternoon by Auctioneer
Scott Knight to the Brunswick-Bal- k
company of Denver. The consideration was said to have been $750.
As a result of burns received on
Monday while carrying ashes out
from her father's home at Cerrlllos,
daughter of
Geneva, the
Louis Leyva, lled yesterday lu terrible agony. Word of the accident
reached the city last night.
Word reaches the city that Miss
Mable Hunt, who left here recently for Los Angeles, convalescing from
a severe Illness, lias continued to Im
prove since reaching that city and Is
now entirely out of danger.
Miss
AnHunt is with her mother lu
i

.$3.50 lo (I (10
8.00 to 1.00
to
2.50 to

to- -

Second

To a. mi a shabby iair of slimy on Easier and thereby
a new dress or suit, Is certainly misplaced economy and
waste, particularly so when you can buy the newest and
style at such extremely !ow price a we are offering them.

2 75

KF.roitT.
Mini) 7 Kuir

ninht and Thursday.
THA1N AUIHVALs.
KlrM No 1 at V.Hfl p. m

Misplaced Economy
Is Waste

Men .1 luii-n- t Colt Shoes
Men's Patent Colt Ononis
Wen's Vlel Kid anil Ilox t'lf SIkkn
.Men's Vlel Kll ami Ho Cfllf Oxford

Colo..

Mr. Hirris lonk off his coat
and succeeded In clearing the deck.
The organization of these two reserves Is progressing nicely and
the
range Is being equitably distributed
among the many applicants. Hnth reserves will soon be In good working
order.
Attorney A A Sedillo received a
telegram today it noon announcing
the arrival of a baby girl at his home
at Socorro. The new arrival Is Mr.
and Mrs. Sedilln's fourth child and
second girl.
Word reached the city this morning
of the death at !" Itanchos La Joya
yesterday of .1. .1. Trujillo, a well
known educator "f Socorro county.
Mr. Trujillo
conducted a private
school at Ilanelios La Joya. lie was
n bout B0 years of age.
The funeral of Dr. C. A. Klebl was
held at 10 o'lliik this morning at
the Church of the Immaculate Conception.
The Intermnt was made In
Santa ILarbara eemtery.
Mr. and
Mrs. Klehl, of Si Louis, who came to
attend the funeral, will return to
their home tonight.
Hugh H. Harris, forest supervisor
in charge of the Mount Taylor and
M inz.iiio reserves. liH. appointed Harvey H. ClufT, of Mountalnair, a forest
iruard on the M in.ano reserve, with
headquarters at Mountainalr. Mr.
ClufT will begin work at once.
The
appointment of additional guards will
be made In the near future.
The Highland Methodist parsonage,
402 South Walter street, has Just been
completed.
It being our custom to
furnish the pat voltage, the ladles of
i
vvill
give a parsonage
the hurr-lshower Tuesday. April 2, from 7 to
I
m.
All
friends of our sister
t.
churches ale cordially invited. Hell eshments, lee ream and cake free.
A progrnm
for the evening has been
arranged.
Jacob Iioebs, who has just returned
Ironi a business trip east, brough'.
with him six line spclmens of horse.
h, which he bought ut I'eabody,
Kan.
Five are draft horses of the
Norman breed, weighing between
and 1.61)0 pounds.
The sixth Is
i clay-ban- k
which. Mr.
Lochs bought for his own private
use.
The draft horses will be nut
the brewery and Ice wagons of
the company.
Mis F,va Lowers was elected nresl- lent. Mrs. Maude I'erklns and S. I.
Hestead, vice presidents, and M:-s- .
LIU Im Lar, secretuVy. of the Indiana
society, which was organized at th"
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. 1). Camii- bell last night.
The society begins
with a membership of thirty-seve- n
Hooslers. The r.txt ineetinir will be
held at the home of Mrs. Perkins,
SOS South Fifth street, on the even
ing of April 9th.
The Santa Fe has announced that
It would give the Shrlners the excep
tionally low rat? ot $30 from Albu
querque to I,os Angeles for the big
meeting of Shrlners, which will take
place in the City of the Angels the
week of May 4.
The rate to 'Frisco
and return will be 40, and to Port
land, alt Iake City and Denver, $60.
A large number of local wearers of
the fez have signified their Intention
of making the trip.
At a meeting of the board of edu
cation yesterday, M. J. Sullivan was
installed Into otllce as seeretarv. suc
ceeding Charles S. White, resigned.
The board fell that it should have a
man who could devote his entire
time to the Interest of the schools.
and Mr. White's position In the Hank
or Commerce would not permit of
this. The board tendered Mr. White
a vote of thanks for his etllcient serv
ice as secretary during the last three
years.

wfunfmiay. Mrtcn

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE,
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